Dooney & Bourke - YW060RD
Signature Cosmetic Case

Dooney & Bourke - WH06NLB
Signature Cosmetic Case

Dooney's Signature Fabric Cosmetic Case is a
fun and useful item. Perfect for organizing
accessories. Top zipper closure. Leather corner
trims. L 7 in. W 2.5 in. H 5 in.

Dooney's Signature Fabric Cosmetic Case is a
fun and useful item. Perfect for organizing
accessories. Top zipper closure.

Retail: $35.00

Retail: $45.00

Dooney & Bourke - 8Z20CRD
Signature Snap Flap Wristlet

Dooney & Bourke - WH20BBN
Signature Snap Flap Wristlet

Carry your basics in style with this attractive
wristlet made in Dooney's Signature Fabric with
leather trim. Dooney and Bourke heart fob.
Snaps shut. Detachable wristband. L 6.25 in. W
1.5 in. H 4 in.

Retail: $58.00

Carry your basics in style with this attractive
wristlet made in Dooney's Signature Fabric
with leather trim. Snaps shut. Detachable
wristband. L 6.25 in. W 1.25 in. H 4 in.

Retail: $58.00

Dooney & Bourke - YW20CRD
Signature Snap Flap Wristlet

Dooney & Bourke - WU4020BB
Signature Snap Flap Wristlet

Carry your basics in style with this attractive
wristlet made in Dooney's Signature Fabric with
leather trim. Dooney and Bourke heart fob.
Snaps shut. Detachable wristband. L 6.25 in. W
1.5 in. H 4 in.

Retail: $58.00

Carry your basics in style with this attractive
wristlet made in Dooney's Signature Fabric
with leather trim. Snaps shut. Detachable
wristband. L 6.25 in. W 1.25 in. H 4 in.

Retail: $58.00

Dooney & Bourke - 4Q08 BM
Gretta Signature Medium Wristlet

Dooney & Bourke - 4Q08 NV
Gretta Signature Medium Wristlet

The Gretta Signature Collection is branding at
it's best. A petite logo print covers coated cotton
fabric cast in classic shapes finished with fine
Vacchetta leather trim. Detachable strap. Lined.
Zipper closure. Coated cotton fabric. L 5.75 in.
W .25 in. H 3.75 in.

Retail: $58.00

Retail: $58.00

Dooney & Bourke - XB111BL
Nylon Large Slim Wristlet

Retail: $59.00

The Gretta Signature Collection is branding at
it's best. A petite logo print covers coated
cotton fabric cast in classic shapes finished
with fine Vacchetta leather trim. Detachable
strap. Lined. Zipper closure. Coated cotton
fabric. L 5.75 in. W .25 in. H 3.75 in.

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are lightweight
and extremely durable. A more substantial
weave provides the extra reinforcement that
allows this collection to better maintain profile.
High impact hues, shiny gold tone hardware and
russet leather trim make this collection the
perfect carryall for everyday. Inside pocket.
Adjustable strap. Strap drop length: 6.5 in. L 8
in. W .75 in. H 4.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - XB111KH
Nylon Large Slim Wristlet

Retail: $59.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are
lightweight and extremely durable. A more
substantial weave provides the extra
reinforcement that allows this collection to
better maintain profile. High impact hues,
shiny gold tone hardware and russet leather
trim make this collection the perfect carryall
for everyday. Inside pocket. Adjustable strap.
Strap drop length: 6.5 in. L 8 in. W .75 in. H
4.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - XB111NV
Nylon Large Slim Wristlet

Retail: $59.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are lightweight
and extremely durable. A more substantial
weave provides the extra reinforcement that
allows this collection to better maintain profile.
High impact hues, shiny gold tone hardware and
russet leather trim make this collection the
perfect carryall for everyday. Inside pocket.
Adjustable strap. Strap drop length: 6.5 in. L 8
in. W .75 in. H 4.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - XB299BB
Nylon Crossbody Pouchette

Retail: $69.00

The Nylon Collection combines exceptionally
durable fabric with leather trim for accessories
that are both functional and lightweight. This
bag is simple and chic with timeless elegance
and understated style, making it perfect for
work or a dressed up night about town. Features
include one inside zip pocket, two inside
pockets, cell phone pocket, inside key
hook,lined, zipper closure, adjustable strap.
Strap drop length: 25 in. Measures H 6.25 in. W
2.5 in. L 8.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - XB299KH
Nylon Crossbody Pouchette

Retail: $69.00

The Nylon Collection combines exceptionally
durable fabric with leather trim for accessories
that are both functional and lightweight. This
bag is simple and chic with timeless elegance
and understated style, making it perfect for
work or a dressed up night about town.The
Nylon Collection combines exceptionally durable
fabric with leather trim for accessories that are
both functional and lightweight. This bag is
simple and chic with timeless elegance and
understated style, making it perfect for work or
a dressed up night about town.

Dooney & Bourke - XB299RD
Nylon Crossbody Pouchette

Retail: $69.00

The Nylon Collection combines exceptionally
durable fabric with leather trim for accessories
that are both functional and lightweight. This
bag is simple and chic with timeless elegance
and understated style, making it perfect for
work or a dressed up night about town.The
Nylon Collection combines exceptionally durable
fabric with leather trim for accessories that are
both functional and lightweight. This bag is
simple and chic with timeless elegance and
understated style, making it perfect for work or
a dressed up night about town.

Dooney & Bourke - 9Y421CS
Florentine Credit Card Holder

Dooney & Bourke - XB111RD
Nylon Large Slim Wristlet

Retail: $59.00

Dooney & Bourke - XB299BL
Nylon Crossbody Pouchette

Retail: $69.00

The Nylon Collection combines exceptionally
durable fabric with leather trim for accessories
that are both functional and lightweight. This
bag is simple and chic with timeless elegance
and understated style, making it perfect for
work or a dressed up night about town.The
Nylon Collection combines exceptionally
durable fabric with leather trim for accessories
that are both functional and lightweight. This
bag is simple and chic with timeless elegance
and understated style, making it perfect for
work or a dressed up night about town.

Dooney & Bourke - XB299NV
Nylon Crossbody Pouchette

Retail: $69.00

The Nylon Collection combines exceptionally
durable fabric with leather trim for accessories
that are both functional and lightweight. This
bag is simple and chic with timeless elegance
and understated style, making it perfect for
work or a dressed up night about town.The
Nylon Collection combines exceptionally
durable fabric with leather trim for accessories
that are both functional and lightweight. This
bag is simple and chic with timeless elegance
and understated style, making it perfect for
work or a dressed up night about town.

Dooney & Bourke - 9Y421BL
Florentine Credit Card Holder

Supple Florentine leather has the look and feel
of fine saddlery and, like saddle leather, it
develops a rich patina over time. This wallet is
perfectly sized to keep all of your essentials
accessible on the go. Eight credit card slots. H
3.5 in W .5 in L 4.5 in

Retail: $78.00
Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN1111BLBS
Patterson Large Slim Wristlet

The epitome of understated chic, this wristlet
is the perfect all-in-one for your mobile phone,
your cash, and your cards. It features a zip
closure and a wrist strap. A beautiful, classic
wristlet in rich, supple, softly pebbled leather.
Inside pocket. Adjustable handle drop 7 in.
Measures L 8 in. x W .75 in. x H 4.5 in.

Supple Florentine leather has the look and feel
of fine saddlery and, like saddle leather, it
develops a rich patina over time. This wallet is
perfectly sized to keep all of your essentials
accessible on the go. Eight credit card slots. H
3.5 in W .5 in L 4.5 in

Retail: $78.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are
lightweight and extremely durable. A more
substantial weave provides the extra
reinforcement that allows this collection to
better maintain profile. High impact hues,
shiny gold tone hardware and russet leather
trim make this collection the perfect carryall
for everyday. Inside pocket. Adjustable strap.
Strap drop length: 6.5 in. L 8 in. W .75 in. H
4.5 in.

Retail: $88.00

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN1111BOBS
Patterson Large Slim Wristlet

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN1111GYBS
Patterson Large Slim Wristlet

The epitome of understated chic, this wristlet is
the perfect all-in-one for your mobile phone,
your cash, and your cards. It features a zip
closure and a wrist strap. A beautiful, classic
wristlet in rich, supple, softly pebbled leather.
Inside pocket. Adjustable handle drop 7 in.
Measures L 8 in. x W .75 in. x H 4.5 in.

Retail: $88.00

The epitome of understated chic, this wristlet
is the perfect all-in-one for your mobile phone,
your cash, and your cards. It features a zip
closure and a wrist strap. A beautiful, classic
wristlet in rich, supple, softly pebbled leather.
Inside pocket. Adjustable handle drop 7 in.
Measures L 8 in. x W .75 in. x H 4.5 in.

Retail: $88.00

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN1111JDBS
Patterson Large Slim Wristlet

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN1111MDBS
Patterson Large Slim Wristlet

The epitome of understated chic, this wristlet is
the perfect all-in-one for your mobile phone,
your cash, and your cards. It features a zip
closure and a wrist strap. A beautiful, classic
wristlet in rich, supple, softly pebbled leather.
Inside pocket. Adjustable handle drop 7 in.
Measures L 8 in. x W .75 in. x H 4.5 in.

Retail: $88.00

The epitome of understated chic, this wristlet
is the perfect all-in-one for your mobile phone,
your cash, and your cards. It features a zip
closure and a wrist strap. A beautiful, classic
wristlet in rich, supple, softly pebbled leather.
Inside pocket. Adjustable handle drop 7 in.
Measures L 8 in. x W .75 in. x H 4.5 in.

Retail: $88.00

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN1111SIBS
Patterson Large Slim Wristlet

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN1111TPBS
Patterson Large Slim Wristlet

The epitome of understated chic, this wristlet is
the perfect all-in-one for your mobile phone,
your cash, and your cards. It features a zip
closure and a wrist strap. A beautiful, classic
wristlet in rich, supple, softly pebbled leather.
Inside pocket. Adjustable handle drop 7 in.
Measures L 8 in. x W .75 in. x H 4.5 in.

Retail: $88.00

The epitome of understated chic, this wristlet
is the perfect all-in-one for your mobile phone,
your cash, and your cards. It features a zip
closure and a wrist strap. A beautiful, classic
wristlet in rich, supple, softly pebbled leather.
Inside pocket. Adjustable handle drop 7 in.
Measures L 8 in. x W .75 in. x H 4.5 in.

Retail: $88.00

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN1111WHBS
Patterson Large Slim Wristlet

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN1111XUBS
Patterson Large Slim Wristlet

The epitome of understated chic, this wristlet is
the perfect all-in-one for your mobile phone,
your cash, and your cards. It features a zip
closure and a wrist strap. A beautiful, classic
wristlet in rich, supple, softly pebbled leather.
Inside pocket. Adjustable handle drop 7 in.
Measures L 8 in. x W .75 in. x H 4.5 in.

Retail: $88.00

The epitome of understated chic, this wristlet
is the perfect all-in-one for your mobile phone,
your cash, and your cards. It features a zip
closure and a wrist strap. A beautiful, classic
wristlet in rich, supple, softly pebbled leather.
Inside pocket. Adjustable handle drop 7 in.
Measures L 8 in. x W .75 in. x H 4.5 in.

Retail: $88.00

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN1111YTBS
Patterson Large Slim Wristlet

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN1111ZLBS
Patterson Large Slim Wristlet

Available 4/2018The epitome of understated
chic, this wristlet is the perfect all-in-one for
your mobile phone, your cash, and your cards.
It features a zip closure and a wrist strap. A
beautiful, classic wristlet in rich, supple, softly
pebbled leather. Inside pocket. Adjustable
handle drop 7 in. Measures L 8 in. x W .75 in.
x H 4.5 in.

The epitome of understated chic, this wristlet is
the perfect all-in-one for your mobile phone,
your cash, and your cards. It features a zip
closure and a wrist strap. A beautiful, classic
wristlet in rich, supple, softly pebbled leather.
Inside pocket. Adjustable handle drop 7 in.
Measures L 8 in. x W .75 in. x H 4.5 in.

Retail: $88.00

Retail: $88.00

Dooney & Bourke - ZR111CA
Pebble Grain Large Slim Wristlet

Retail: $88.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for the
rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather.The epitome of understated chic, this
wristlet is the perfect all-in-one for your mobile
phone and your cash and cards. It features a zip
closure and a wrist strap. A beautiful, classic
wristlet in rich, supple, softly pebbled leather.
Inside pocket. Adjustable strap drop 6.5 in.
Measures L 8 in. x W .75 in. x H 4.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - XB298BL
Nylon North South Triple Zip

Retail: $89.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are lightweight
and extremely durable. A more substantial
weave provides the extra reinforcement that
allows this collection to better maintain profile.
High impact hues, shiny gold tone hardware and
russet leather trim make this collection the
perfect carryall for everyday. Two outside zip
pockets. Adjustable strap. Strap drop length 24
in. Lined. Measures L 8 in. W .25 in. H 8 in.

Dooney & Bourke - XB298NV
Nylon North South Triple Zip

Retail: $89.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are lightweight
and extremely durable. A more substantial
weave provides the extra reinforcement that
allows this collection to better maintain profile.
High impact hues, shiny gold tone hardware and
russet leather trim make this collection the
perfect carryall for everyday. Two outside zip
pockets. Adjustable strap. Strap drop length: 24
in. Lined. L 8 in. W .25 in. H 8 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 4Q400BM
Gretta Signature Lexi Crossbody

Dooney & Bourke - XB298BB
Nylon North South Triple Zip

Retail: $89.00

Dooney & Bourke - XB298KH
Nylon North South Triple Zip

Retail: $89.00

Retail: $89.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are
lightweight and extremely durable. A more
substantial weave provides the extra
reinforcement that allows this collection to
better maintain profile. High impact hues,
shiny gold tone hardware and russet leather
trim make this collection the perfect carryall
for everyday. Two outside zip pockets.
Adjustable strap. Strap drop length: 24 in.
Lined. L 8 in. W .25 in. H 8 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 4Q400NV
Gretta Signature Lexi Crossbody

The Gretta Signature Collection is branding at
it's best. A petite logo print covers coated
cotton fabric cast in classic shapes finished
with fine Vacchetta leather trim. Zipper
closure. One inside zip pocket. Cell phone
pocket and inside key hook. Adjustable strap
drop: 24.25 in. L 8.5 in. W 1.5 in. H 5 in.

Retail: $98.00

Dooney & Bourke - 9Y423BL
Florentine Multifunction Money Clip

Dooney & Bourke - 9Y423CS
Florentine Multifunction Money Clip

Supple Florentine leather has the look and feel
of fine saddlery and, like saddle leather, it
develops a rich patina over time. Holds one - or
many - bills and cards with security and style
with this Dooney and Bourke money clip. Six
credit card slots. Lined. H 3.25 in W .25 in L
4.25 in

Retail: $98.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are
lightweight and extremely durable. A more
substantial weave provides the extra
reinforcement that allows this collection to
better maintain profile. High impact hues,
shiny gold tone hardware and russet leather
trim make this collection the perfect carryall
for everyday. Two outside zip pockets.
Adjustable strap. Strap drop length: 24 in.
Lined. L 8 in. W .25 in. H 8 in.

Dooney & Bourke - XB298RD
Nylon North South Triple Zip

The Gretta Signature Collection is branding at
it's best. A petite logo print covers coated cotton
fabric cast in classic shapes finished with fine
Vacchetta leather trim. Zipper closure. One
inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket and inside
key hook. Adjustable strap drop: 24.25 in. L 8.5
in. W 1.5 in. H 5 in.

Retail: $98.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are
lightweight and extremely durable. A more
substantial weave provides the extra
reinforcement that allows this collection to
better maintain profile. High impact hues,
shiny gold tone hardware and russet leather
trim make this collection the perfect carryall
for everyday. Two outside zip pockets.
Adjustable strap. Strap drop length 24 in.
Lined. L 8 in. W .25 in. H 8 in.

Supple Florentine leather has the look and feel
of fine saddlery and, like saddle leather, it
develops a rich patina over time. Holds one or many - bills and cards with security and
style with this Dooney and Bourke money clip.
Six credit card slots. Lined. H 3.25 in W .25 in
L 4.25 in

Retail: $98.00

Dooney & Bourke - XF400BB
Saffiano Lexi Crossbody

Retail: $98.00

Crisp clean lines of timeless design catches the
eye first. A stunning array of rich hues lures one
further. Then, the delicate Saffiano texture
coupled with contrasting russet leather trim, offwhite topstitching, and simple gold tone
hardware completes this perfect mixture of
tailored, subtle beauty. One inside zip pocket.
Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable
strap. Strap drop length: 24.25 in. Zipper
closure. L 8.5 in. W 1.5 in. H 5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0161BB
Pebble Grain Carrington Pouch

Dooney & Bourke - XF400NA
Saffiano Lexi Crossbody

Retail: $98.00

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0161BL
Pebble Grain Carrington Pouch

Furnished with credit card slots and an inside
pocket, this compact carry pouch can easily
transport a cell phone, compact and keys for a
night out, a quick errand, or within a larger
travel bag. Durable, pebbled leather, a signature
logo stamp and a preppy tassel convey Dooney
and Bourke's classic aesthetics. Measures H 6 in
x W 9.5 in x D .5 in.

Retail: $98.00

Furnished with credit card slots and an inside
pocket, this compact carry pouch can easily
transport a cell phone, compact and keys for a
night out, a quick errand, or within a larger
travel bag. Durable, pebbled leather, a signature
logo stamp and a preppy tassel convey Dooney
and Bourke's classic aesthetics. Measures H 6 in
x W 9.5 in x D .5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0161MD
Pebble Grain Carrington Pouch

Retail: $98.00

Furnished with credit card slots and an inside
pocket, this compact carry pouch can easily
transport a cell phone, compact and keys for a
night out, a quick errand, or within a larger
travel bag. Durable, pebbled leather, a signature
logo stamp and a preppy tassel convey Dooney
and Bourke's classic aesthetics. Measures H 6 in
x W 9.5 in x D .5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR106BB
Pebble Grain Small Flap Credit Card Wallet

Retail: $98.00

Furnished with credit card slots and an inside
pocket, this compact carry pouch can easily
transport a cell phone, compact and keys for a
night out, a quick errand, or within a larger
travel bag. Durable, pebbled leather, a
signature logo stamp and a preppy tassel
convey Dooney and Bourke's classic aesthetics.
Measures H 6 in x W 9.5 in x D .5 in.

Retail: $98.00

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0161CA
Pebble Grain Carrington Pouch

Retail: $98.00

Crisp clean lines of timeless design catches the
eye first. A stunning array of rich hues lures
one further. Then, the delicate Saffiano texture
coupled with contrasting russet leather trim,
off-white topstitching, and simple gold tone
hardware completes this perfect mixture of
tailored, subtle beauty. One inside zip pocket.
Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable
strap. Strap drop length: 24.25 in. Zipper
closure. L 8.5 in. W 1.5 in. H 5 in.

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for the
rich texture and exceptional durability of its
leather. This wallet is perfectly sized to keep all
of your essentials accessible on the go.The
Pebble Leather Collection blends the essential
functionality with a distinct classic style. A
beautiful, classic credit card wallet in rich,
supple, softly pebbled leather. Outside zip
pocket. One bill compartment. Four inside
pockets. Six credit card slots. Snap closure. L 4.5
W .75 in. H 3.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0161EL
Pebble Grain Carrington Pouch

Retail: $98.00

Furnished with credit card slots and an inside
pocket, this compact carry pouch can easily
transport a cell phone, compact and keys for a
night out, a quick errand, or within a larger
travel bag. Durable, pebbled leather, a
signature logo stamp and a preppy tassel
convey Dooney and Bourke's classic aesthetics.
Measures H 6 in x W 9.5 in x D .5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0161RD
Pebble Grain Carrington Pouch

Retail: $98.00

Furnished with credit card slots and an inside
pocket, this compact carry pouch can easily
transport a cell phone, compact and keys for a
night out, a quick errand, or within a larger
travel bag. Durable, pebbled leather, a
signature logo stamp and a preppy tassel
convey Dooney and Bourke's classic aesthetics.
Measures H 6 in x W 9.5 in x D .5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR106BL
Pebble Grain Small Flap Credit Card Wallet

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic credit card wallet in
rich, supple, softly pebbled leather. Outside zip
pocket. One bill compartment. Four inside
pockets. Six credit card slots. Snap closure. L
4.5 W .75 in. H 3.75 in.

Retail: $98.00

Dooney & Bourke - ZR106BZ
Pebble GrainSmall Flap Wallet

Dooney & Bourke - ZR106CA
Pebble Grain Small Flap Credit Card Wallet

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic credit card wallet in
rich, supple, softly pebbled leather. Outside zip
pocket. One bill compartment. Four inside
pockets. Six credit card slots. Snap closure. L 4.5
W .75 in. H 3.75 in.

Retail: $98.00

Retail: $98.00

Dooney & Bourke - ZR106EL
Pebble Grain Small Flap Wallet

Retail: $98.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style.The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic credit card wallet in
rich, supple, softly pebbled leather. Outside zip
pocket. One bill compartment. Four inside
pockets. Six credit card slots. Snap closure. L 4.5
W .75 in. H 3.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR106MD
Pebble Grain Small Flap Credit Card Wallet

Retail: $98.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic credit card wallet in
rich, supple, softly pebbled leather. Outside zip
pocket. One bill compartment. Four inside
pockets. Six credit card slots. Snap closure. L
4.5 W .75 in. H 3.75 in.

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for the
rich texture and exceptional durability of its
leather. This wallet is perfectly sized to keep all
of your essentials accessible on the go.The
Pebble Leather Collection blends the essential
functionality with a distinct classic style. A
beautiful, classic credit card wallet in rich,
supple, softly pebbled leather. Outside zip
pocket. One bill compartment. Four inside
pockets. Six credit card slots. Snap closure. L 4.5
W .75 in. H 3.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR106WH
Pebble Grain Small Flap Wallet

Dooney & Bourke - ZR106JD
Pebble Grain Small Flap Wallet

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic credit card wallet in
rich, supple, softly pebbled leather. Outside zip
pocket. One bill compartment. Four inside
pockets. Six credit card slots. Snap closure. L
4.5 W .75 in. H 3.75 in.

Retail: $98.00
Dooney & Bourke - ZR106RD
Pebble Grain Small Flap Credit Card Wallet

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic credit card wallet in
rich, supple, softly pebbled leather. Outside zip
pocket. One bill compartment. Four inside
pockets. Six credit card slots. Snap closure. L
4.5 W .75 in. H 3.75 in.

Retail: $98.00
Dooney & Bourke - 4Q102BM
Gretta Signature Zip Around Credit Card Phone Wristlet

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic credit card wallet in
rich, supple, softly pebbled leather. Outside zip
pocket. One bill compartment. Four inside
pockets. Six credit card slots. Snap closure. L 4.5
W .75 in. H 3.75 in.

Retail: $98.00

Retail: $108.00

Dooney & Bourke - 4Q102NV
Gretta Signature Zip Around Credit Card Phone Wristlet

Retail: $108.00

The Gretta Signature Collection is branding at
it's best. A petite logo print covers coated cotton
fabric cast in classic shapes finished with fine
Vacchetta leather trim. Two inside
compartments. One inside zip pocket. Two
inside slip pockets. Three credit card
compartments. Detachable wristband. Zipper
closure. Coated cotton fabric. L 6.75 in. W 1 in H
4 in.

The Gretta Signature Collection is branding at
it's best. A petite logo print covers coated
cotton fabric cast in classic shapes finished
with fine Vacchetta leather trim. Two inside
compartments. One inside zip pocket. Two
inside slip pockets. Three credit card
compartments. Detachable wristband. Zipper
closure. Coated cotton fabric. L 6.75 in. W 1 in
H 4 in.

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN1102BLBS
Patterson Zip Around Phone Wristlet

Keep everything you need close with the
Patterson Zip Around Phone Wristlet. Perfect
for all of your quick trips with a sleek design, a
detachable wrist strap, space for your phone,
credit card slots, an inside zip pocket, and a
bill compartment.Measures L 6.75 in W 1 in H
4 in.

Retail: $118.00

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN1102BOBS
Patterson Zip Around Phone Wristlet

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN1102MDBS
Patterson Zip Around Phone Wristlet

Keep everything you need close with the
Patterson Zip Around Phone Wristlet. Perfect
for all of your quick trips with a sleek design, a
detachable wrist strap, space for your phone,
credit card slots, an inside zip pocket, and a
bill compartment.Measures L 6.75 in W 1 in H
4 in.

Keep everything you need close with the
Patterson Zip Around Phone Wristlet. Perfect for
all of your quick trips with a sleek design, a
detachable wrist strap, space for your phone,
credit card slots, an inside zip pocket, and a bill
compartment.Measures L 6.75 in W 1 in H 4 in.

Retail: $118.00

Retail: $118.00

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN1102TPBS
Patterson Zip Around Phone Wristlet

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN1102WHBS
Patterson Zip Around Phone Wristlet

Keep everything you need close with the
Patterson Zip Around Phone Wristlet. Perfect
for all of your quick trips with a sleek design, a
detachable wrist strap, space for your phone,
credit card slots, an inside zip pocket, and a
bill compartment.Measures L 6.75 in W 1 in H
4 in.

Keep everything you need close with the
Patterson Zip Around Phone Wristlet. Perfect for
all of your quick trips with a sleek design, a
detachable wrist strap, space for your phone,
credit card slots, an inside zip pocket, and a bill
compartment.Measures L 6.75 in W 1 in H 4 in.

Retail: $118.00

Retail: $118.00

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0162BB
Pebble Grain Tech Top Zip Pouch

Retail: $118.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for the
rich texture and exceptional durability of its
leather. The new Tech Top Zip Pouch has many
features making it a great accessory. It includes
a front zip pocket for easy access and a top zip
top closure to keep all your items secure. The
interior has a zip pocket and six credit card slots
for your convenience. Measures: L 8.75 inches
W 1 inch H 5.5 inches.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0162BZ
Pebble Grain Tech Top Zip Pouch

Retail: $118.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for the
rich texture and exceptional durability of its
leather. The new Tech Top Zip Pouch has many
features making it a great accessory. It includes
a front zip pocket for easy access and a top zip
top closure to keep all your items secure. The
interior has a zip pocket and six credit card slots
for your convenience. Measures: L 8.75 inches
W 1 inch H 5.5 inches.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0162EL
Pebble Grain Tech Top Zip Pouch

Retail: $118.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for the
rich texture and exceptional durability of its
leather. The new Tech Top Zip Pouch has many
features making it a great accessory. It includes
a front zip pocket for easy access and a top zip
top closure to keep all your items secure. The
interior has a zip pocket and six credit card slots
for your convenience. Measures: L 8.75 inches
W 1 inch H 5.5 inches.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0162BL
Pebble Grain Tech Top Zip Pouch

Retail: $118.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of
its leather. The new Tech Top Zip Pouch has
many features making it a great accessory. It
includes a front zip pocket for easy access and
a top zip top closure to keep all your items
secure. The interior has a zip pocket and six
credit card slots for your convenience.
Measures: L 8.75 inches W 1 inch H 5.5
inches.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0162CA
Pebble Grain Tech Top Zip Pouch

Retail: $118.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of
its leather. The new Tech Top Zip Pouch has
many features making it a great accessory. It
includes a front zip pocket for easy access and
a top zip top closure to keep all your items
secure. The interior has a zip pocket and six
credit card slots for your convenience.
Measures: L 8.75 inches W 1 inch H 5.5
inches.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0162JD
Pebble Grain Tech Top Zip Pouch

Retail: $118.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of
its leather. The new Tech Top Zip Pouch has
many features making it a great accessory. It
includes a front zip pocket for easy access and
a top zip top closure to keep all your items
secure. The interior has a zip pocket and six
credit card slots for your convenience.
Measures: L 8.75 inches W 1 inch H 5.5
inches.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0162MD
Pebble Grain Tech Top Zip Pouch

Retail: $118.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for the
rich texture and exceptional durability of its
leather. The new Tech Top Zip Pouch has many
features making it a great accessory. It includes
a front zip pocket for easy access and a top zip
top closure to keep all your items secure. The
interior has a zip pocket and six credit card slots
for your convenience. Measures: L 8.75 inches
W 1 inch H 5.5 inches.

Dooney & Bourke - 9Y420BL
Florentine Billfold with Train Pass

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0162WH
Pebble Grain Tech Top Zip Pouch

Retail: $118.00

Dooney & Bourke - 9Y420CS
Florentine Billfold with Train Pass

Supple Florentine leather has the look and feel
of fine saddlery and, like saddle leather, it
develops a rich patina over time. This wallet is
perfectly sized to keep all of your essentials
accessible on the go. Six credit card slots.
Divided bill compartment. Four pockets. Train
pass window. H 3.5 in W .5 in L 4.5 in

Retail: $128.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for the
rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather. This bag is simple and chic with timeless
elegance and understated style, making it
perfect for work or a dressed up night about
town. Front slip pocket. One inside zip pocket.
Cell phone pocket. Two inside pockets. Lined.
Adjustable strap. Strap drop length 25 in.
Measures L 8.25 in W 2.25 in. H 6.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0018EL
Pebble Grain Ginger Pouchette

Retail: $128.00

Supple Florentine leather has the look and feel
of fine saddlery and, like saddle leather, it
develops a rich patina over time. This wallet is
perfectly sized to keep all of your essentials
accessible on the go. Six credit card slots.
Divided bill compartment. Four pockets. Train
pass window. H 3.5 in W .5 in L 4.5 in.

Retail: $128.00

Dooney & Bourke - R0018BB
Pebble Grain Ginger Pouchette

Retail: $128.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for the
rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather. This bag is simple and chic with timeless
elegance and understated style, making it
perfect for work or a dressed up night about
town. Front slip pocket. One inside zip pocket.
Cell phone pocket. Two inside pockets. Lined.
Adjustable strap. Strap drop length 25 in.
Measures L 8.25 in W 2.25 in. H 6.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN0507BLBS
Patterson Leather Continental Clutch

Dooney & Bourke - R0018BL
Pebble Grain Ginger Pouchette

Retail: $128.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather. This bag is simple and chic with
timeless elegance and understated style,
making it perfect for work or a dressed up
night about town. Front slip pocket. One inside
zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Two inside
pockets. Lined. Adjustable strap. Strap drop
length 25 in. Measures L 8.75 in W 2.25 in. H
6.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0018MD
Pebble Grain Ginger Pouchette

Retail: $128.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather. This bag is simple and chic with
timeless elegance and understated style,
making it perfect for work or a dressed up
night about town. Front slip pocket. One inside
zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Two inside
pockets. Lined. Adjustable strap. Strap drop
length 25 in. Measures L 8.25 in W 2.25 in. H
6.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN0507BOBS
Patterson Leather Continental Clutch

Outside zip pocket. Inside pocket. License
pocket with window. Eight credit card slots. Two
bill compartments. Measures L 7.75 in W 1 in H
3.75 in.

Retail: $128.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of
its leather.The Pebble Grain Collection is
renowned for the rich texture and exceptional
durability of its leather. The new Tech Top Zip
Pouch has many features making it a great
accessory. It includes a front zip pocket for
easy access and a top zip top closure to keep
all your items secure. The interior has a zip
pocket and six credit card slots for your
convenience. Measures: L 8.75 inches W 1
inch H 5.5 inches.

Outside zip pocket. Inside pocket. License
pocket with window. Eight credit card slots.
Two bill compartments. Measures L 7.75 in W
1 in H 3.75 in.

Retail: $128.00

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN0507LEBS
Patterson Leather Continental Clutch

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN0507MDBS
Patterson Leather Continental Clutch

Outside zip pocket. Inside pocket. License
pocket with window. Eight credit card slots. Two
bill compartments. Measures L 7.75 in W 1 in H
3.75 in.

Retail: $128.00

Outside zip pocket. Inside pocket. License
pocket with window. Eight credit card slots.
Two bill compartments. Measures L 7.75 in W
1 in H 3.75 in.

Retail: $128.00

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN0507TPBS
Patterson Leather Continental Clutch

Dooney & Bourke - WPTSN0507WHBS
Patterson Leather Continental Clutch

Outside zip pocket. Inside pocket. License
pocket with window. Eight credit card slots. Two
bill compartments. Measures L 7.75 in W 1 in H
3.75 in.

Retail: $128.00

Retail: $128.00

Dooney & Bourke - ZR155BB
Pebble Grain Zip Clutch

Retail: $128.00

Outside zip pocket. Inside pocket. License
pocket with window. Eight credit card slots.
Two bill compartments. Measures L 7.75 in W
1 in H 3.75 in.

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for the
rich texture and exceptional durability of its
leather. This clutch is an instant outfit changer.
Featuring a classic shape, it's a perfect
companion to dressing up your outfit.The Pebble
Leather Collection blends the essential
functionality with a distinct classic style. A
beautiful, classic clutch in rich, supple, softly
pebbled leather. Two compartments. One zip
compartment. Eight credit card slots. Lined. L
7.5 in. W 1 in. H 3.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR155CA
Pebble Grain Zip Clutch

Dooney & Bourke - ZR155BL
Pebble Grain Zip Clutch

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic clutch in rich, supple,
softly pebbled leather. Two compartments.
One zip compartment. Eight credit card slots.
Lined. L 7.5 in. W 1 in. H 3.5 in.

Retail: $128.00
Dooney & Bourke - ZR155EL
Pebble Grain Zip Clutch

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic clutch in rich, supple,
softly pebbled leather. Two compartments. One
zip compartment. Eight credit card slots. Lined.
L 7.5 in. W 1 in. H 3.5 in.

Retail: $128.00

Retail: $128.00

Dooney & Bourke - ZR155JD
Pebble Grain Zip Clutch

Dooney & Bourke - ZR155LE
Pebble Grain Zip Clutch

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic clutch in rich, supple,
softly pebbled leather. Two compartments. One
zip compartment. Eight credit card slots. Lined.
L 7.75 in. W 1 in. H 4 in.

Retail: $128.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style.The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic clutch in rich, supple,
softly pebbled leather. Two compartments.
One zip compartment. Eight credit card slots.
Lined. L 7.5 in. W 1 in. H 3.5 in.

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic clutch in rich, supple,
softly pebbled leather. Two compartments.
One zip compartment. Eight credit card slots.
Lined. L 7.75 in. W 1 in. H 4 in.

Retail: $128.00

Dooney & Bourke - ZR155MD
Pebble Grain Zip Clutch

Retail: $128.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for the
rich texture and exceptional durability of its
leather. This clutch is an instant outfit changer.
Featuring a classic shape, it's a perfect
companion to dressing up your outfit.The Pebble
Leather Collection blends the essential
functionality with a distinct classic style. A
beautiful, classic clutch in rich, supple, softly
pebbled leather. Two compartments. One zip
compartment. Eight credit card slots. Lined. L
7.5 in. W 1 in. H 3.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR155WH
Pebble Grain Zip Clutch

Dooney & Bourke - ZR155RD
Pebble Grain Zip Clutch

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic clutch in rich, supple,
softly pebbled leather. Two compartments.
One zip compartment. Eight credit card slots.
Lined. L 7.5 in. W 1 in. H 3.5 in.

Retail: $128.00
Dooney & Bourke - ZR507BB
Pebble Grain Continental Clutch

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic clutch in rich, supple,
softly pebbled leather. Two compartments. One
zip compartment. Eight credit card slots. Lined.
L 7.5 in. W 1 in. H 3.5 in.

Retail: $128.00

Retail: $128.00

Dooney & Bourke - ZR507BL
Pebble Grain Continental Clutch

Retail: $128.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic continental clutch in
rich, supple, softly pebbled leather. Outside zip
pocket. Inside pocket. License pocket with
window. Eight credit card slots. Two bill
compartments. Snap closure. L 7 in. W 1 in. H 4
in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR507CA
Pebble Grain Continental Clutch

Retail: $128.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic continental clutch in
rich, supple, softly pebbled leather. Outside zip
pocket. Inside pocket. License pocket with
window. Eight credit card slots. Two bill
compartments. Snap closure. L 7 in. W 1 in. H 4
in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR507JD
Pebble Grain Continental Clutch

Dooney & Bourke - ZR507BZ
Pebble Grain Continental Clutch

Retail: $128.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic continental clutch in
rich, supple, softly pebbled leather. Outside zip
pocket. Inside pocket. License pocket with
window. Eight credit card slots. Two bill
compartments. Snap closure. L 7 in. W 1 in. H
4 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR507EL
Pebble Grain Continental Clutch

Retail: $128.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic continental clutch in
rich, supple, softly pebbled leather. Outside zip
pocket. Inside pocket. License pocket with
window. Eight credit card slots. Two bill
compartments. Snap closure. L 7 in. W 1 in. H
4 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR507MD
Pebble Grain Continental Clutch

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic continental clutch in
rich, supple, softly pebbled leather. Outside zip
pocket. Inside pocket. License pocket with
window. Eight credit card slots. Two bill
compartments. Snap closure. L 7 in. W 1 in. H 4
in.

Retail: $128.00

This silhouette combines our popular pebbled
leather with one of our most-loved wallet
styles. The Continental Clutch keeps your cash,
cards and receipts well organized and the
pebble grain leather holds up beautifully to
everyday use.Outside zip pocket. Inside
pocket. License pocket with window. Eight
credit card slots. Two bill compartments. H 4
in. W 1 in. L 7 in.

Retail: $128.00

This silhouette combines our popular pebbled
leather with one of our most-loved wallet
styles. The Continental Clutch keeps your cash,
cards and receipts well organized and the
pebble grain leather holds up beautifully to
everyday use.Outside zip pocket. Inside
pocket. License pocket with window. Eight
credit card slots. Two bill compartments. H 4
in. W 1 in. L 7 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR507RD
Pebble Grain Continental Clutch

Dooney & Bourke - ZR507WH
Pebble Grain Continental Clutch

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic continental clutch in
rich, supple, softly pebbled leather. Outside zip
pocket. Inside pocket. License pocket with
window. Eight credit card slots. Two bill
compartments. Snap closure. L 7 in. W 1 in. H
4 in.

Retail: $128.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic continental clutch in
rich, supple, softly pebbled leather. Outside zip
pocket. Inside pocket. License pocket with
window. Eight credit card slots. Two bill
compartments. Snap closure. L 7 in. W 1 in.
H 4 in.

Retail: $128.00

Dooney & Bourke - ZR507YT
Pebble Grain Continental Clutch

Dooney & Bourke - IN264BL
Nylon Crossbody

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic continental clutch in
rich, supple, softly pebbled leather. Outside zip
pocket. Inside pocket. License pocket with
window. Eight credit card slots. Two bill
compartments. Snap closure. L 7 in. W 1 in. H 4
in.

Retail: $128.00

Retail: $129.00

Dooney & Bourke - IN264KH
Nylon Crossbody

Retail: $129.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are lightweight
and extremely durable. A more substantial
weave provides the extra reinforcement that
allows this collection to better maintain profile.
High impact hues, shiny gold tone hardware and
russet leather trim make this collection the
perfect carryall for everyday. One inside zip
pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket.
Adjustable strap. Strap drop length: 25 in.
Zipper closure. L 10.5 in. W 4 in. H 10.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN264RD
Nylon Crossbody

Retail: $129.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are lightweight
and extremely durable. A more substantial
weave provides the extra reinforcement that
allows this collection to better maintain profile.
High impact hues, shiny gold tone hardware and
russet leather trim make this collection the
perfect carryall for everyday. One inside zip
pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket.
Adjustable strap. Strap drop length: 25 in.
Zipper closure. L 10.5 in. W 4 in. H 10.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN0373KH
Nylon Daisy Letter Carrier

Retail: $138.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are lightweight
and extremely durable. A more substantial
weave provides the extra reinforcement that
allows this collection to better maintain profile.
High impact hues, shiny gold tone hardware and
russet leather trim make this collection the
perfect carryall for everyday. Two inside zip
pocket. Two inside pockets. One outside zip
pocket. Adjustable strap. Strap drop length 10
inches. Zipper closure. Lined. Measures L 10.25
in W 3.25 in. H 10.5 in.

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are
lightweight and extremely durable. A more
substantial weave provides the extra
reinforcement that allows this collection to
better maintain profile. High impact hues,
shiny gold tone hardware and russet leather
trim make this collection the perfect carryall
for everyday. One inside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Adjustable
strap. Strap drop length: 25 in. Zipper closure.
Measures L 10.5 in. W 4 in. H 10.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN264NV
Nylon Crossbody

Retail: $129.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are
lightweight and extremely durable. A more
substantial weave provides the extra
reinforcement that allows this collection to
better maintain profile. High impact hues,
shiny gold tone hardware and russet leather
trim make this collection the perfect carryall
for everyday. One inside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Adjustable
strap. Strap drop length: 25 in. Zipper closure.
L 10.5 in. W 4 in. H 10.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN0373BL
Nylon Daisy Letter Carrier

Retail: $138.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are
lightweight and extremely durable. A more
substantial weave provides the extra
reinforcement that allows this collection to
better maintain profile. High impact hues,
shiny gold tone hardware and russet leather
trim make this collection the perfect carryall
for everyday. Two inside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. One outside zip pocket.
Adjustable strap. Strap drop length 10 in.
Zipper closure. Lined. Measures L 10.25 in W
3.25 in. H 10.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN0373NV
Nylon Daisy Letter Carrier

Retail: $138.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are
lightweight and extremely durable. A more
substantial weave provides the extra
reinforcement that allows this collection to
better maintain profile. High impact hues,
shiny gold tone hardware and russet leather
trim make this collection the perfect carryall
for everyday. Two inside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. One outside zip pocket.
Adjustable strap. Strap drop length 10 in.
Zipper closure. Lined. Measures L 10.25 in W
3.25 in. H 10.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN0373RD
Nylon Daisy Letter Carrier

Retail: $138.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are lightweight
and extremely durable. A more substantial
weave provides the extra reinforcement that
allows this collection to better maintain profile.
High impact hues, shiny gold tone hardware and
russet leather trim make this collection the
perfect carryall for everyday. Two inside zip
pocket. Two inside pockets. One outside zip
pocket. Adjustable strap. Strap drop length 10
in. Zipper closure. Lined. Measures L 10.25 in W
3.25 in. H 10.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - XF32 BB
Saffiano Large Zip Around

Retail: $138.00

Crisp clean lines of timeless design catches the
eye first. A stunning array of rich hues lures one
further. Then, the delicate Saffiano texture
coupled with contrasting russet leather trim, offwhite topstitching, and simple gold tone
hardware completes this perfect mixture of
tailored, subtle beauty. Three compartments.
One zip compartment. Twelve credit card slots.
Lined. L 7.75 in. W 1 in. H 4 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0126BB
Pebble Grain Large Zip Around Wristlet

Retail: $138.00

The rich texture and exceptional durability of
Dooney's pebble grain leather make it a perfect
match for this phone wristlet. With organized
space for a cell phone, cash and cards, it is a
stylish accessory for a woman on the go.
Features include two compartments, one zip
compartment, twelve credit card slots, lined, and
has a detachable strap. Measures H 4.5 in x W
8.25 in x D 1 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0126EL
Pebble Grain Large Zip Around Wristlet

Retail: $138.00

The rich texture and exceptional durability of
Dooney's pebble grain leather make it a perfect
match for this phone wristlet. With organized
space for a cell phone, cash and cards, it is a
stylish accessory for a woman on the go.
Features include two compartments, one zip
compartment, twelve credit card slots, lined, and
has a detachable strap. Measures H 4.5 in x W
8.25 in x D 1 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0126LE
Pebble Grain Large Zip Around Wristlet

Retail: $138.00

The rich texture and exceptional durability of
Dooney's pebble grain leather make it a perfect
match for this phone wristlet. With organized
space for a cell phone, cash and cards, it is a
stylish accessory for a woman on the go.
Features include two compartments, one zip
compartment, twelve credit card slots, lined, and
has a detachable strap. Measures H 4.5 in x W
8.25 in x D 1 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN0373WJ
Nylon Daisy Letter Carrier

Retail: $138.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are
lightweight and extremely durable. A more
substantial weave provides the extra
reinforcement that allows this collection to
better maintain profile. High impact hues,
shiny gold tone hardware and russet leather
trim make this collection the perfect carryall
for everyday. Two inside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. One outside zip pocket.
Adjustable strap. Strap drop length 10 in.
Zipper closure. Lined. Measures L 10.25 in W
3.25 in. H 10.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - XF32 NA
Saffiano Large Zip Around - Natural

Retail: $138.00

Crisp clean lines of timeless design catches the
eye first. A stunning array of rich hues lures
one further. Then, the delicate Saffiano texture
coupled with contrasting russet leather trim,
off-white topstitching, and simple gold tone
hardware completes this perfect mixture of
tailored, subtle beauty. Three compartments.
One zip compartment. Twelve credit card slots.
Lined. L 7.75 in. W 1 in. H 4 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0126BL
Pebble Grain Large Zip Around Wristlet

Retail: $138.00

The rich texture and exceptional durability of
Dooney's pebble grain leather make it a
perfect match for this phone wristlet. With
organized space for a cell phone, cash and
cards, it is a stylish accessory for a woman on
the go. Features include two compartments,
one zip compartment, twelve credit card slots,
lined, and has a detachable strap. Measures H
4.5 in x W 8.25 in x D 1 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0126JD
Pebble Grain Large Zip Around Wristlet

Retail: $138.00

The rich texture and exceptional durability of
Dooney's pebble grain leather make it a
perfect match for this phone wristlet. With
organized space for a cell phone, cash and
cards, it is a stylish accessory for a woman on
the go. Features include two compartments,
one zip compartment, twelve credit card slots,
lined, and has a detachable strap. Measures H
4.5 in x W 8.25 in x D 1 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0126MD
Pebble Grain Large Zip Around Wristlet

Retail: $138.00

The rich texture and exceptional durability of
Dooney's pebble grain leather make it a
perfect match for this phone wristlet. With
organized space for a cell phone, cash and
cards, it is a stylish accessory for a woman on
the go. Features include two compartments,
one zip compartment, twelve credit card slots,
lined, and has a detachable strap. Measures H
4.5 in x W 8.25 in x D 1 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0126WH
Pebble Grain Large Zip Around Wristlet

Retail: $138.00

The rich texture and exceptional durability of
Dooney's pebble grain leather make it a perfect
match for this phone wristlet. With organized
space for a cell phone, cash and cards, it is a
stylish accessory for a woman on the go.
Features include two compartments, one zip
compartment, twelve credit card slots, lined, and
has a detachable strap. Measures H 4.5 in x W
8.25 in x D 1 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN437KH
Nylon Shopper

Retail: $139.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are lightweight
and extremely durable. A more substantial
weave provides the extra reinforcement that
allows this collection to better maintain profile.
High impact hues, shiny gold tone hardware and
russet leather trim make this collection the
perfect carryall for everyday. Snap closure.
Lined. Inside zip pocket. Inside snap pocket. Cell
phone pocket. Inside key hook. Strap drop: 10
in. Measures L 12.5 in. W 6.75 in. H 11.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN437RD
Nylon Shopper

Retail: $139.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are lightweight
and extremely durable. A more substantial
weave provides the extra reinforcement that
allows this collection to better maintain profile.
High impact hues, shiny gold tone hardware and
russet leather trim make this collection the
perfect carryall for everyday. Snap closure.
Lined. Inside zip pocket. Inside snap pocket. Cell
phone pocket. Inside key hook. Strap drop: 10
in. L 12.5 in. W 6.75 in. H 11.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0173BL
Pebble Grain Foldover Zip Crossbody

Retail: $148.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has a
distinctive texture that holds up beautifully to
everyday wear and tear. Dooney uses it to
create updated classics in a wide array of colors
with contrasting bridle leather trim. The result is
a collection of accessories that are loved and
carried from one season to the next. The Pebble
Grain Foldover Zip Crossbody is a great piece
that you can use for a day out exploring a new
city or pair it with a great outfit for a night out
on the town.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0173CA
Pebble Grain Foldover Zip Crossbody

Retail: $148.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has a
distinctive texture that holds up beautifully to
everyday wear and tear. Dooney uses it to
create updated classics in a wide array of colors
with contrasting bridle leather trim. The result is
a collection of accessories that are loved and
carried from one season to the next. The Pebble
Grain Foldover Zip Crossbody is a great piece
that you can use for a day out exploring a new
city or pair it with a great outfit for a night out
on the town.

Dooney & Bourke - IN437BL
Nylon Shopper

Retail: $139.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are
lightweight and extremely durable. A more
substantial weave provides the extra
reinforcement that allows this collection to
better maintain profile. High impact hues,
shiny gold tone hardware and russet leather
trim make this collection the perfect carryall
for everyday.Snap closure. Lined. Inside zip
pocket. Inside snap pocket. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Strap drop: 10 in. L 12.5 in.
W 6.75 in. H 11.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN437NV
Nylon Shopper

Retail: $139.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are
lightweight and extremely durable. A more
substantial weave provides the extra
reinforcement that allows this collection to
better maintain profile. High impact hues,
shiny gold tone hardware and russet leather
trim make this collection the perfect carryall
for everyday. Snap closure. Lined. Inside zip
pocket. Inside snap pocket. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Strap drop: 10 in. L 12.5 in.
W 6.75 in. H 11.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0173BB
Pebble Grain Foldover Zip Crossbody

Retail: $148.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has
a distinctive texture that holds up beautifully
to everyday wear and tear. Dooney uses it to
create updated classics in a wide array of
colors with contrasting bridle leather trim. The
result is a collection of accessories that are
loved and carried from one season to the next.
The Pebble Grain Foldover Zip Crossbody is a
great piece that you can use for a day out
exploring a new city or pair it with a great
outfit for a night out on the town.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0173BZ
Pebble Grain Foldover Zip Crossbody

Retail: $148.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has
a distinctive texture that holds up beautifully to
everyday wear and tear. Dooney uses it to
create updated classics in a wide array of
colors with contrasting bridle leather trim. The
result is a collection of accessories that are
loved and carried from one season to the next.
The Pebble Grain Foldover Zip Crossbody is a
great piece that you can use for a day out
exploring a new city or pair it with a great
outfit for a night out on the town.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0173EL
Pebble Grain Foldover Zip Crossbody

Retail: $148.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has
a distinctive texture that holds up beautifully
to everyday wear and tear. Dooney uses it to
create updated classics in a wide array of
colors with contrasting bridle leather trim. The
result is a collection of accessories that are
loved and carried from one season to the next.
The Pebble Grain Foldover Zip Crossbody is a
great piece that you can use for a day out
exploring a new city or pair it with a great
outfit for a night out on the town.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0173JD
Pebble Grain Foldover Zip Crossbody

Retail: $148.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has a
distinctive texture that holds up beautifully to
everyday wear and tear. Dooney uses it to
create updated classics in a wide array of colors
with contrasting bridle leather trim. The result is
a collection of accessories that are loved and
carried from one season to the next. The Pebble
Grain Foldover Zip Crossbody is a great piece
that you can use for a day out exploring a new
city or pair it with a great outfit for a night out
on the town.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0173MD
Pebble Grain Foldover Zip Crossbody

Retail: $148.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has a
distinctive texture that holds up beautifully to
everyday wear and tear. Dooney uses it to
create updated classics in a wide array of colors
with contrasting bridle leather trim. The result is
a collection of accessories that are loved and
carried from one season to the next. The Pebble
Grain Foldover Zip Crossbody is a great piece
that you can use for a day out exploring a new
city or pair it with a great outfit for a night out
on the town.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0173WH
Pebble Grain Foldover Zip Crossbody

Retail: $148.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has a
distinctive texture that holds up beautifully to
everyday wear and tear. Dooney uses it to
create updated classics in a wide array of colors
with contrasting bridle leather trim. The result is
a collection of accessories that are loved and
carried from one season to the next. The Pebble
Grain Foldover Zip Crossbody is a great piece
that you can use for a day out exploring a new
city or pair it with a great outfit for a night out
on the town.

Dooney & Bourke - IN479KH
Nylon Large Erica

Retail: $149.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are lightweight
and extremely durable. A more substantial
weave provides the extra reinforcement that
allows this collection to better maintain profile.
High impact hues, shiny gold tone hardware and
russet leather trim make this collection the
perfect carryall for everyday. One inside zip
pocket. Four inside pockets. Center zip divider
pocket. Cell phone pocket. Zipper closure.
Adjustable, detachable strap. Strap drop length:
9 in. L 12.25 in. W 6.25 in. H 9.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN479RD
Nylon Large Erica

Retail: $149.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are lightweight
and extremely durable. A more substantial
weave provides the extra reinforcement that
allows this collection to better maintain profile.
High impact hues, shiny gold tone hardware and
russet leather trim make this collection the
perfect carryall for everyday. One inside zip
pocket. Four inside pockets. Center zip divider
pocket. Cell phone pocket. Zipper closure.
Adjustable, detachable strap. Strap drop length:
9 in. L 12.25 in. W 6.25 in. H 9.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0173LE
Pebble Grain Foldover Zip Crossbody

Retail: $148.00

AThis longstanding collection is one of
Dooney's most popular. The pebble grained
leather has a distinctive texture that holds up
beautifully to everyday wear and tear. Dooney
uses it to create updated classics in a wide
array of colors with contrasting bridle leather
trim. The result is a collection of accessories
that are loved and carried from one season to
the next. The Pebble Grain Foldover Zip
Crossbody is a great piece that you can use for
a day out exploring a new city or pair it with a
great outfit for a night out on the town.

Dooney & Bourke - ZR0173RD
Pebble Grain Foldover Zip Crossbody

Retail: $148.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has
a distinctive texture that holds up beautifully to
everyday wear and tear. Dooney uses it to
create updated classics in a wide array of
colors with contrasting bridle leather trim. The
result is a collection of accessories that are
loved and carried from one season to the next.
The Pebble Grain Foldover Zip Crossbody is a
great piece that you can use for a day out
exploring a new city or pair it with a great
outfit for a night out on the town.

Dooney & Bourke - IN479BL
Nylon Large Erica

Retail: $149.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are
lightweight and extremely durable. A more
substantial weave provides the extra
reinforcement that allows this collection to
better maintain profile. High impact hues,
shiny gold tone hardware and russet leather
trim make this collection the perfect carryall
for everyday. One inside zip pocket. Four
inside pockets. Center zip divider pocket. Cell
phone pocket. Zipper closure. Adjustable,
detachable strap. Strap drop length: 9 in.
Measures L 12.25 in. W 6.25 in. H 9.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN479NV
Nylon Large Erica

Retail: $149.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are
lightweight and extremely durable. A more
substantial weave provides the extra
reinforcement that allows this collection to
better maintain profile. High impact hues,
shiny gold tone hardware and russet leather
trim make this collection the perfect carryall
for everyday. One inside zip pocket. Four
inside pockets. Center zip divider pocket. Cell
phone pocket. Zipper closure. Adjustable,
detachable strap. Strap drop length: 9 in. L
12.25 in. W 6.25 in. H 9.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 0T155BL
City Zip Clutch

Retail: $158.00

Made of supple leather with a beautiful matte
finish, the bags combine the best of both
satchel and bucket styles. Soft pleats, rolled
top handles and structured shapes add ladylike
chic, while divided interiors with magnetic
closures and detachable straps add casual
convenience.Two compartments. One zip
compartment. Eight credit card slots. Lined.
Zipper closure. H 3.75 in. W 1 in. L 7.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 0T155NA
City Zip Clutch

Retail: $158.00

Made of supple leather with a beautiful matte
finish, the bags combine the best of both satchel
and bucket styles. Soft pleats, rolled top handles
and structured shapes add ladylike chic, while
divided interiors with magnetic closures and
detachable straps add casual convenience.Two
compartments. One zip compartment. Eight
credit card slots. Lined. Zipper closure. H 3.75
in. W 1 in. L 7.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 9Y507BB
Florentine Continental Clutch

Dooney & Bourke - 0T155TP
City Zip Clutch

Retail: $158.00

Dooney & Bourke - 9Y507CS
Florentine Continental Clutch

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a cool,
laid back sense of style with elements of classic
sophistication, for an effortless look that is
timeless and very chic. Snap closure. Outside zip
pocket. Inside pocket. Two bill compartments.
Eight credit card slots. License pocket with
window. L 7 in. W 1 in. H 4 in.

Retail: $158.00

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a
cool, laid back sense of style with elements of
classic sophistication, for an effortless look
that is timeless and very chic. Snap closure.
Outside zip pocket. Inside pocket. Two bill
compartments. Eight credit card slots. License
pocket with window. L 7 in. W 1 in. H 4 in.

Retail: $158.00

Dooney & Bourke - 9Y507NA
Florentine Continental Clutch

Dooney & Bourke - 9Y507XD
Florentine Continental Clutch

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a cool,
laid back sense of style with elements of classic
sophistication, for an effortless look that is
timeless and very chic. Snap closure. Outside zip
pocket. Inside pocket. Two bill compartments.
Eight credit card slots. License pocket with
window. L 7 in. W 1 in. H 4 in.

Retail: $158.00

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a
cool, laid back sense of style with elements of
classic sophistication, for an effortless look
that is timeless and very chic. Snap closure.
Outside zip pocket. Inside pocket. Two bill
compartments. Eight credit card slots. License
pocket with window. L 7 in. W 1 in. H 4 in.

Retail: $158.00

Dooney & Bourke - YU155BL
Claremont Zip Clutch

Retail: $158.00

Clean lines and beautiful leather define the
Claremont Collection. Made of specially tanned
European hides, the leather has rich color,
subtle texture and a durable coated finish. Two
inside compartments. One inside zip
compartment. Eight credit card slots. Lined.
Zipper closure. Measures H 3.75 in. W 1 in. L
7.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - YU155RD
Claremont Zip Clutch

Dooney & Bourke - YU155BO
Claremont Zip Clutch

Retail: $158.00

Clean lines and beautiful leather define the
Claremont Collection. Made of specially tanned
European hides, the leather has rich color,
subtle texture and a durable coated finish.
Two inside compartments. One inside zip
compartment. Eight credit card slots. Lined.
Zipper closure. Measures H 3.75 in. W 1 in. L
7.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - YU155TP
Claremont Zip Clutch

Clean lines and beautiful leather define the
Claremont Collection. Made of specially tanned
European hides, the leather has rich color,
subtle texture and a durable coated finish.
Two inside compartments. One inside zip
compartment. Eight credit card slots. Lined.
Zipper closure. Measures H 3.75 in. W 1 in. L
7.75 in.

Clean lines and beautiful leather define the
Claremont Collection. Made of specially tanned
European hides, the leather has rich color,
subtle texture and a durable coated finish. Two
inside compartments. One inside zip
compartment. Eight credit card slots. Lined.
Zipper closure. H 3.75 in. W 1 in. L 7.75 in.

Retail: $158.00

Made of supple leather with a beautiful matte
finish, the bags combine the best of both
satchel and bucket styles. Soft pleats, rolled
top handles and structured shapes add ladylike
chic, while divided interiors with magnetic
closures and detachable straps add casual
convenience.Two compartments. One zip
compartment. Eight credit card slots. Lined.
Zipper closure. H 3.75 in. W 1 in. L 7.75 in.

Retail: $158.00

Dooney & Bourke - 9Y0173BB
Florentine Foldover Zip Crossbody

Retail: $168.00

This two-in-one, contemporary design features
the convenience of a wallet with the chic
modernity of a foldover clutch. Smooth
Florentine Italian leather offers a luxurious
foundation, while a detachable crossbody strap
and six credit card slots keep you organized
from dawn 'til dusk. Features include one zip
pocket, one inside pocket, snap closure,
adjustable shoulder strap. Strap drop length
24.5 inches. 100% Cotton Lining. Measures L
8.5 in. W 1.5 in. H 5.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 9Y0173NA
Florentine Foldover Zip Crossbody

Retail: $168.00

Soft, supple Florentine Vacchetta has the look
and feel of fine saddlery leather. And like
saddles, these bags develop an even richer
patina with time and use. Matte finished
hardware adds authenticity to the vintage style
of the collection.This two-in-one, contemporary
design features the convenience of a wallet with
the chic modernity of a foldover clutch. Smooth
Florentine Italian leather offers a luxurious
foundation, while a detachable crossbody strap
and six credit card slots keep you organized
from dawn 'til dusk.

Dooney & Bourke - BPEBL1148BLTN
Pebble Grain Janine Crossbody

Dooney & Bourke - 9Y0173CS
Florentine Foldover Zip Crossbody

Retail: $168.00

Dooney & Bourke - 9Y0173XD
Florentine Foldover Zip Crossbody

Retail: $168.00

Keep the essentials in order with this sleek,
simply chic crossbody bag from Dooney and
Bourke. Made of pebble grain leather. Includes
a zip top closure, a removable crossbody strap
and has an inside zip pocket to keep items
secure. Measures H 5.75 in x W 8.5 in x D 2.5
in.

Retail: $168.00

Dooney & Bourke - BPEBL1148LETN
Pebble Grain Janine Crossbody

Dooney & Bourke - BPEBL1148MDTN
Pebble Grain Janine Crossbody

Keep the essentials in order with this sleek,
simply chic crossbody bag from Dooney and
Bourke. Made of pebble grain leather. Includes a
zip top closure, a removable crossbody strap
and has an inside zip pocket to keep items
secure. Measures H 5.75 in x W 8.5 in x D 2.5
in.

Retail: $168.00

Keep the essentials in order with this sleek,
simply chic crossbody bag from Dooney and
Bourke. Made of pebble grain leather. Includes
a zip top closure, a removable crossbody strap
and has an inside zip pocket to keep items
secure. Measures H 5.75 in x W 8.5 in x D 2.5
in.

Retail: $168.00

Dooney & Bourke - BPEBL1148RDTN
Pebble Grain Janine Crossbody

Dooney & Bourke - BPEBL1148TPTN
Pebble Grain Janine Crossbody

Keep the essentials in order with this sleek,
simply chic crossbody bag from Dooney and
Bourke. Made of pebble grain leather. Includes a
zip top closure, a removable crossbody strap
and has an inside zip pocket to keep items
secure. Measures H 5.75 in x W 8.5 in x D 2.5
in.

Retail: $168.00

This two-in-one, contemporary design features
the convenience of a wallet with the chic
modernity of a foldover clutch. Smooth
Florentine Italian leather offers a luxurious
foundation, while a detachable crossbody strap
and six credit card slots keep you organized
from dawn 'til dusk. Features include one zip
pocket, one inside pocket, snap closure,
adjustable shoulder strap. Strap drop length
24.5 inches. 100% Cotton Lining. Measures L
8.5 in. W 1.5 in. H 5.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPEBL1148BZTN
Pebble Grain Janine Crossbody

Keep the essentials in order with this sleek,
simply chic crossbody bag from Dooney and
Bourke. Made of pebble grain leather. Includes a
zip top closure, a removable crossbody strap
and has an inside zip pocket to keep items
secure. Measures H 5.75 in x W 8.5 in x D 2.5
in.

Retail: $168.00

Soft, supple Florentine Vacchetta has the look
and feel of fine saddlery leather. And like
saddles, these bags develop an even richer
patina with time and use. Matte finished
hardware adds authenticity to the vintage style
of the collection.This two-in-one,
contemporary design features the convenience
of a wallet with the chic modernity of a
foldover clutch. Smooth Florentine Italian
leather offers a luxurious foundation, while a
detachable crossbody strap and six credit card
slots keep you organized from dawn 'til dusk.

Keep the essentials in order with this sleek,
simply chic crossbody bag from Dooney and
Bourke. Made of pebble grain leather. Includes
a zip top closure, a removable crossbody strap
and has an inside zip pocket to keep items
secure. Measures H 5.75 in x W 8.5 in x D 2.5
in.

Retail: $168.00

Dooney & Bourke - BPEBL1148WHTN
Pebble Grain Janine Crossbody

Dooney & Bourke - 8L760BL
Florentine Dopp Kit

Supple Florentine leather has the look and feel
of fine saddlery and, like saddle leather, it
develops a rich patina over time. This dobb kit
borrows style inspiration from classic toiletry
cases and is perfectly sized to toss in your
duffle when traveling. Features include an
inside zip pocket, lined, and zipper closure.
Measures H 6 in W 6.5 in L 10.75 in.

Keep the essentials in order with this sleek,
simply chic crossbody bag from Dooney and
Bourke. Made of pebble grain leather. Includes a
zip top closure, a removable crossbody strap
and has an inside zip pocket to keep items
secure. Measures H 5.75 in x W 8.5 in x D 2.5
in.

Retail: $168.00

Retail: $178.00

Dooney & Bourke - 8L760CS
Florentine Dopp Kit

Dooney & Bourke - 9Y247BB
Florentine Checkbook Organizer

Supple Florentine leather has the look and feel
of fine saddlery and, like saddle leather, it
develops a rich patina over time. This dobb kit
borrows style inspiration from classic toiletry
cases and is perfectly sized to toss in your duffle
when traveling. Features include an inside zip
pocket, lined, and zipper closure. Measures H 6
in W 6.5 in L 10.75 in.

Retail: $178.00

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a
cool, laid back sense of style with elements of
classic sophistication, for an effortless look
that is timeless and very chic.Outside zip
pocket. Two inside pockets. Two bill
compartments. License window. Seven credit
card slots. Lined. Snap closure. L 7.5 in. W
1.25 in. H 4 in.

Retail: $178.00

Dooney & Bourke - 9Y247NA
Florentine Checkbook Organizer

Dooney & Bourke - NG264BM
Gretta Signature Crossbody

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a cool,
laid back sense of style with elements of classic
sophistication, for an effortless look that is
timeless and very chic. Outside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. Two bill compartments. License
window. Seven credit card slots. Lined. Snap
closure. L 7.5 in. W 1.25 in. H 4 in.

Retail: $178.00

Retail: $188.00

Dooney & Bourke - NG264NV
Gretta Signature Crossbody

Retail: $188.00

Petite logos provide a subtle pattern on this
coated canvas collection with leather trim. The
slim, hands-free crossbody is also a fan favorite.
With just enough space for essentials, it's the
ideal companion for weekend errands or happy
hour with friends.One outside zip pocket. One
inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone
pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable strap. Strap
drop length: 22 in. Lined. Zipper closure. H
10.25 in. W 4 in. L 10.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0870BL
Pebble Grain Mini Waverly

Retail: $188.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for the
rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather.The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned
for the rich texture and exceptional durability of
it leather. The Pebble Grain Mini Waverly is
pretty and petite and is perfect or everyday use.
Even though it is a smaller bag, you still have
plenty of compartments for organization. There
is an outside zip pocket on the back of the bag
that is perfect for essentials you need easy
access to.

Petite logos provide a subtle pattern on this
coated canvas collection with leather trim. The
slim, hands-free crossbody is also a fan
favorite. With just enough space for essentials,
it's the ideal companion for weekend errands
or happy hour with friends.One outside zip
pocket. One inside zip pocket. Two inside
pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook.
Adjustable strap. Strap drop length: 22 in.
Lined. Zipper closure. H 10.25 in. W 4 in. L
10.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0870BB
Pebble Grain Mini Waverly

Retail: $188.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather.The Pebble Grain Collection is
renowned for the rich texture and exceptional
durability of it leather. The Pebble Grain Mini
Waverly is pretty and petite and is perfect or
everyday use. Even though it is a smaller bag,
you still have plenty of compartments for
organization. There is an outside zip pocket on
the back of the bag that is perfect for
essentials you need easy access to.

Dooney & Bourke - R0870CA
Pebble Grain Mini Waverly

Retail: $188.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather.The Pebble Grain Collection is
renowned for the rich texture and exceptional
durability of it leather. The Pebble Grain Mini
Waverly is pretty and petite and is perfect or
everyday use. Even though it is a smaller bag,
you still have plenty of compartments for
organization. There is an outside zip pocket on
the back of the bag that is perfect for
essentials you need easy access to.

Dooney & Bourke - R0870EL
Pebble Grain Mini Waverly

Retail: $188.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for the
rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather.The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned
for the rich texture and exceptional durability of
it leather. The Pebble Grain Mini Waverly is
pretty and petite and is perfect or everyday use.
Even though it is a smaller bag, you still have
plenty of compartments for organization. There
is an outside zip pocket on the back of the bag
that is perfect for essentials you need easy
access to.

Dooney & Bourke - R0870SM
Pebble Grain Mini Waverly

Retail: $188.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for the
rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather. The Pebble Grain Mini Waverly is pretty
and petite and is perfect or everyday use. Even
though it is a smaller bag, you still have plenty
of compartments for organization. There is an
outside zip pocket on the back of the bag that is
perfect for essentials you need easy access to.
On the inside there is a large zip pocket and two
pockets along with a cell phone pocket and a
key hook.

Dooney & Bourke - R264 BB
Pebble Grain Crossbody

Retail: $188.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. The rich texture and exceptional durability
of Pebble Grain leather has made it one of the
most popular collections.The slim, hands-free
crossbody is a fan favorite. With just enough
space for essentials, it's the ideal companion for
weekend errands or happy hour with
friends.One outside zip pocket. One inside zip
pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Adjustable strap. Strap drop
length 22 in. Lined. Zipper closure. Measures L
10.

Dooney & Bourke - R264 BZ
Pebble Grain Crossbody

Retail: $188.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. The rich texture and exceptional durability
of Pebble Grain leather has made it one of the
most popular collections.The slim, hands-free
crossbody is a fan favorite. With just enough
space for essentials, it's the ideal companion for
weekend errands or happy hour with
friends.One outside zip pocket. One inside zip
pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Adjustable strap. Strap drop
length 22 in. Lined. Zipper closure. Measures L
10.

Dooney & Bourke - R264 EL
Pebble Grain Crossbody

Retail: $188.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. The rich texture and exceptional durability
of Pebble Grain leather has made it one of the
most popular collections.The slim, hands-free
crossbody is a fan favorite. With just enough
space for essentials, it's the ideal companion for
weekend errands or happy hour with
friends.One outside zip pocket. One inside zip
pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Adjustable strap. Strap drop
length 22 in. Lined. Zipper closure. Measures L
10.

Dooney & Bourke - R0870MD
Pebble Grain Mini Waverly

Retail: $188.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather. The Pebble Grain Mini Waverly is
pretty and petite and is perfect or everyday
use. Even though it is a smaller bag, you still
have plenty of compartments for organization.
There is an outside zip pocket on the back of
the bag that is perfect for essentials you need
easy access to. On the inside there is a large
zip pocket and two pockets along with a cell
phone pocket and a key hook.

Dooney & Bourke - R0870WH
Pebble Grain Mini Waverly

Retail: $188.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather.The Pebble Grain Collection is
renowned for the rich texture and exceptional
durability of it leather. The Pebble Grain Mini
Waverly is pretty and petite and is perfect or
everyday use. Even though it is a smaller bag,
you still have plenty of compartments for
organization. There is an outside zip pocket on
the back of the bag that is perfect for
essentials you need easy access to.

Dooney & Bourke - R264 BL
Pebble Grain Crossbody

Retail: $188.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. The rich texture and exceptional
durability of Pebble Grain leather has made it
one of the most popular collections.The slim,
hands-free crossbody is a fan favorite. With
just enough space for essentials, it's the ideal
companion for weekend errands or happy hour
with friends.One outside zip pocket. One inside
zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone
pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable strap.
Strap drop length 22 in. Lined. Zipper closure.
Measures L 10.

Dooney & Bourke - R264 CA
Pebble Grain Crossbody

Retail: $188.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. The rich texture and exceptional
durability of Pebble Grain leather has made it
one of the most popular collections.The slim,
hands-free crossbody is a fan favorite. With
just enough space for essentials, it's the ideal
companion for weekend errands or happy hour
with friends.One outside zip pocket. One inside
zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone
pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable strap.
Strap drop length 22 in. Lined. Zipper closure.
Measures L 10.

Dooney & Bourke - R264 JD
Pebble Grain Crossbody

Retail: $188.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. The rich texture and exceptional
durability of Pebble Grain leather has made it
one of the most popular collections.The slim,
hands-free crossbody is a fan favorite. With
just enough space for essentials, it's the ideal
companion for weekend errands or happy hour
with friends.One outside zip pocket. One inside
zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone
pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable strap.
Strap drop length 22 in. Lined. Zipper closure.
Measures L 10.

Dooney & Bourke - R264 MD
Pebble Grain Crossbody

Retail: $188.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. The rich texture and exceptional durability
of Pebble Grain leather has made it one of the
most popular collections.The slim, hands-free
crossbody is a fan favorite. With just enough
space for essentials, it's the ideal companion for
weekend errands or happy hour with
friends.One outside zip pocket. One inside zip
pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Adjustable strap. Strap drop
length 22 in. Lined. Zipper closure. Measures L
10.

Dooney & Bourke - R264 WH
Pebble Grain Crossbody

Retail: $188.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. The rich texture and exceptional durability
of Pebble Grain leather has made it one of the
most popular collections.The slim, hands-free
crossbody is a fan favorite. With just enough
space for essentials, it's the ideal companion for
weekend errands or happy hour with
friends.One outside zip pocket. One inside zip
pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Adjustable strap. Strap drop
length 22 in. Lined. Zipper closure. Measures L
10.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0781BOBS
Patterson Paige Sac

Retail: $198.00

Pebble grain leather, tumbled for softness crafts
a collection of timeless American style with a
clever modern edge. A full range of silhouettes
in an array of colors are complimented by biscuit
colored leather trim and shiny silver tone
hardware. Oversized buckles and prominent
eyelets offer style distinction and convertible
convenience, making it a snap to adjust the drop
length on straps and handles.Pebbled leather,
bright colors and easygoing style are a winning
combination in Dooney's Paige Sac.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0781TPBS
Patterson Paige Sac

Retail: $198.00

Pebbled leather, bright colors and easygoing
style are a winning combination in Dooney's
Paige Sac. The smooth leather strap features a
belt-like buckle that adds a fun design element
and also guarantees a customized fit. A tassel
zipper closure keeps bag contents secure and
brass feet protect its undersides. The cottonlined interior includes plenty of storage space
with four pockets and a key hook. With its
classic hobo shape and functional design, the
Paige is a great bag for workdays, weekends
and wherever life takes you. Measures L 11.5 in.
W 6 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BSAFF0651BLBL
Saffiano Brielle

Retail: $198.00

Crisp clean lines of timeless design catches the
eye first. A stunning array of rich hues lures one
further. Then, the delicate Saffiano texture
coupled with contrasting russet leather trim, offwhite topstitching, and simple gold tone
hardware completes this perfect mixture of
tailored, subtle beauty. One inside zip pocket.
Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Detachable shoulder strap. Strap drop
length 25 in. Inside key hook. Magnetic snap
closure. Lined. Feet. Measures L12.25 in W 5.75
in H 8.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R264 RD
Pebble Grain Crossbody

Retail: $188.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. The rich texture and exceptional
durability of Pebble Grain leather has made it
one of the most popular collections.The slim,
hands-free crossbody is a fan favorite. With
just enough space for essentials, it's the ideal
companion for weekend errands or happy hour
with friends.One outside zip pocket. One inside
zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone
pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable strap.
Strap drop length 22 in. Lined. Zipper closure.
Measures L 10.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0781BLBS
Patterson Paige Sac

Retail: $198.00

Pebbled leather, bright colors and easygoing
style are a winning combination in Dooney's
Paige Sac. The smooth leather strap features a
belt-like buckle that adds a fun design element
and also guarantees a customized fit. A tassel
zipper closure keeps bag contents secure and
brass feet protect its undersides. The cottonlined interior includes plenty of storage space
with four pockets and a key hook. With its
classic hobo shape and functional design, the
Paige is a great bag for workdays, weekends
and wherever life takes you. Measures L 11.5
in. W 6 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0781MDBS
Patterson Paige Sac

Retail: $198.00

Pebble grain leather, tumbled for softness
crafts a collection of timeless American style
with a clever modern edge. A full range of
silhouettes in an array of colors are
complimented by biscuit colored leather trim
and shiny silver tone hardware. Oversized
buckles and prominent eyelets offer style
distinction and convertible convenience,
making it a snap to adjust the drop length on
straps and handles.Pebbled leather, bright
colors and easygoing style are a winning
combination in Dooney's Paige Sac.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0781WHBS
Patterson Paige Sac

Retail: $198.00

Pebble grain leather, tumbled for softness
crafts a collection of timeless American style
with a clever modern edge. A full range of
silhouettes in an array of colors are
complimented by biscuit colored leather trim
and shiny silver tone hardware. Oversized
buckles and prominent eyelets offer style
distinction and convertible convenience,
making it a snap to adjust the drop length on
straps and handles.Pebbled leather, bright
colors and easygoing style are a winning
combination in Dooney's Paige Sac.

Dooney & Bourke - BSAFF0651NANA
Saffiano Brielle

Retail: $198.00

Crisp clean lines of timeless design catches the
eye first. A stunning array of rich hues lures
one further. Then, the delicate Saffiano texture
coupled with contrasting russet leather trim,
off-white topstitching, and simple gold tone
hardware completes this perfect mixture of
tailored, subtle beauty. One inside zip pocket.
Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Detachable shoulder strap. Strap
drop length 25 in. Inside key hook. Magnetic
snap closure. Lined. Feet. Measures L12.25 in
W 5.75 in H 8.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - LF093BL
Claremont Field Bag

Dooney & Bourke - LF093NV
Claremont Field Bag

Clean lines and beautiful leather define the
Claremont Collection. Made of specially tanned
European hides, the leather has rich color,
subtle texture and a durable coated finish. One
outside pocket. One inside pocket. One inside
zip pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable strap.
Strap drop length: 22 in. Lined. Flap closure. H
7 in. W 3 in. L 8 in.

Retail: $198.00

Clean lines and beautiful leather define the
Claremont Collection. Made of specially tanned
European hides, the leather has rich color,
subtle texture and a durable coated finish.
One outside pocket. One inside pocket. One
inside zip pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable
strap. Strap drop length: 22 in. Lined. Flap
closure. Measures H 7 in. W 3 in. L 8 in.

Retail: $198.00

Dooney & Bourke - NG352BM
Gretta Signature Small Leisure Shopper

Dooney & Bourke - NG352NV
Gretta Signature Small Leisure Shopper

The Gretta Signature Collection is branding at
it's best. A petite logo print covers coated cotton
fabric cast in classic shapes finished with fine
Vacchetta leather trim. One inside zip pocket.
Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Strap drop length: 9 in. Lined. Feet.
Zipper closure. Coated cotton fabric. L 12 in. W
4.5 in. H 10 in.

Retail: $198.00

Retail: $198.00

Dooney & Bourke - R0651BB
Pebble Grain Brielle

Retail: $198.00

Cut from durable, pebbled leather, this
structured silhouette offers plenty of storage
room for your essentials and is perfect for
everyday use. Contrast bridle-leather trim and a
signature logo stamp maintain the polishedpreppy aesthetic our label is known and loved
for. One inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets.
Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook. Detachable
shoulder strap. Strap drop length 25 inches.
Inside key hook. Magnetic snap closure. Lined.
Feet. Measures L 12 in W 5.25 in H 8.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0651CA
Pebble Grain Brielle

Retail: $198.00

Cut from durable, pebbled leather, this
structured silhouette offers plenty of storage
room for your essentials and is perfect for
everyday use. Contrast bridle-leather trim and a
signature logo stamp maintain the polishedpreppy aesthetic our label is known and loved
for. One inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets.
Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook. Detachable
shoulder strap. Strap drop length 25 inches.
Inside key hook. Magnetic snap closure. Lined.
Feet. Measures L 12 in W 5.25 in H 8.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0651LE
Pebble Grain Brielle

Retail: $198.00

The Gretta Signature Collection is branding at
it's best. A petite logo print covers coated
cotton fabric cast in classic shapes finished
with fine Vacchetta leather trim. One inside zip
pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Strap drop length: 9 in.
Lined. Feet. Zipper closure. Coated cotton
fabric. L 12 in. W 4.5 in. H 10 in.

Cut from durable, pebbled leather, this
structured silhouette offers plenty of storage
room for your essentials and is perfect for
everyday use. Contrast bridle-leather trim and a
signature logo stamp maintain the polishedpreppy aesthetic our label is known and loved
for. One inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets.
Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook. Detachable
shoulder strap. Strap drop length 25 inches.
Inside key hook. Magnetic snap closure. Lined.
Feet. Measures L 12 in W 5.25 in H 8.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0651BL
Pebble Grain Brielle

Retail: $198.00

Cut from durable, pebbled leather, this
structured silhouette offers plenty of storage
room for your essentials and is perfect for
everyday use. Contrast bridle-leather trim and
a signature logo stamp maintain the polishedpreppy aesthetic our label is known and loved
for. One inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets.
Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook.
Detachable shoulder strap. Strap drop length
25 inches. Inside key hook. Magnetic snap
closure. Lined. Feet. Measures L 12 in W 5.25
in H 8.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0651EL
Pebble Grain Brielle

Retail: $198.00

Cut from durable, pebbled leather, this
structured silhouette offers plenty of storage
room for your essentials and is perfect for
everyday use. Contrast bridle-leather trim and
a signature logo stamp maintain the polishedpreppy aesthetic our label is known and loved
for. One inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets.
Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook.
Detachable shoulder strap. Strap drop length
25 inches. Inside key hook. Magnetic snap
closure. Lined. Feet. Measures L 12 in W 5.25
in H 8.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0651MD
Pebble Grain Brielle

Retail: $198.00

Cut from durable, pebbled leather, this
structured silhouette offers plenty of storage
room for your essentials and is perfect for
everyday use. Contrast bridle-leather trim and
a signature logo stamp maintain the polishedpreppy aesthetic our label is known and loved
for. One inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets.
Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook.
Detachable shoulder strap. Strap drop length
25 inches. Inside key hook. Magnetic snap
closure. Lined. Feet. Measures L 12 in W 5.25
in H 8.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0651WH
Pebble Grain Brielle

Retail: $198.00

Cut from durable, pebbled leather, this
structured silhouette offers plenty of storage
room for your essentials and is perfect for
everyday use. Contrast bridle-leather trim and a
signature logo stamp maintain the polishedpreppy aesthetic our label is known and loved
for. One inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets.
Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook. Detachable
shoulder strap. Strap drop length 25 inches.
Inside key hook. Magnetic snap closure. Lined.
Feet. Measures L 12 in W 5.25 in H 8.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R342 BL
Pebble Grain Small Lexington Shopper

Retail: $198.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for the
rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather.Designed to be your go-to bag, this tote
presents you with a classic silhouette that's
stylish, but also functional enough to store
everything in your busy on-the-go life. One
inside pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Strap drop length 11.50 in. Front and back
slip pockets. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure.
Measures L 11.75 in. W 3.5 in. H 10.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R342 EL
Pebble Grain Small Lexington

Retail: $198.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for the
rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather.Designed to be your go-to bag, this tote
presents you with a classic silhouette that's
stylish, but also functional enough to store
everything in your busy on-the-go life. One
inside pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Strap drop length 11.50 in. Front and back
slip pockets. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure.
Measures L 11.75 in. W 3.5 in. H 10.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R342 RD
Pebble Grain Small Lexington Shopper

Retail: $198.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for the
rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather.Designed to be your go-to bag, this tote
presents you with a classic silhouette that's
stylish, but also functional enough to store
everything in your busy on-the-go life. One
inside pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Strap drop length 11.50 in. Front and back
slip pockets. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure.
Measures L 11.75 in. W 3.5 in. H 10.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R342 WH
Pebble Grain Small Lexington Shopper

Retail: $198.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for the
rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather.Designed to be your go-to bag, this tote
presents you with a classic silhouette that's
stylish, but also functional enough to store
everything in your busy on-the-go life. One
inside pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Strap drop length 11.50 in. Front and back
slip pockets. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure.
Measures L 11.75 in. W 3.5 in. H 10.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R342 BB
Pebble Grain Small Lexington Shopper

Retail: $198.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather.Designed to be your go-to bag, this
tote presents you with a classic silhouette
that's stylish, but also functional enough to
store everything in your busy on-the-go life.
One inside pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Strap drop length 11.50 in. Front
and back slip pockets. Lined. Feet. Zipper
closure. Measures L 11.75 in. W 3.5 in. H 10.5
in.

Dooney & Bourke - R342 CA
Pebble Grain Small Lexington Shopper

Retail: $198.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather.Designed to be your go-to bag, this
tote presents you with a classic silhouette
that's stylish, but also functional enough to
store everything in your busy on-the-go life.
One inside pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Strap drop length 11.50 in. Front
and back slip pockets. Lined. Feet. Zipper
closure. Measures L 11.75 in. W 3.5 in. H 10.5
in.

Dooney & Bourke - R342 MD
Pebble Grain Small Lexington Shopper

Retail: $198.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather.Designed to be your go-to bag, this
tote presents you with a classic silhouette
that's stylish, but also functional enough to
store everything in your busy on-the-go life.
One inside pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Strap drop length 11.50 in. Front
and back slip pockets. Lined. Feet. Zipper
closure. Measures L 11.75 in. W 3.5 in. H 10.5
in.

Dooney & Bourke - R342 TQ
Pebble Grain Small Lexington Shopper

Retail: $198.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather.Designed to be your go-to bag, this
tote presents you with a classic silhouette
that's stylish, but also functional enough to
store everything in your busy on-the-go life.
One inside pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Strap drop length 11.50 in. Front
and back slip pockets. Lined. Feet. Zipper
closure. Measures L 11.75 in. W 3.5 in. H 10.5
in.

Dooney & Bourke - R343 BB
Pebble Grain Zip Zip Satchel

Retail: $198.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of
its leather. Featuring a modern dome shape,
this satchel makes a statement everywhere it
goes. The optional shoulder strap provides you
with styling versatility.Two inside pockets. One
inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Handle drop length: 4 in. Strap drop
length: 15.5 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure. L
12.75 in. W 5 in. H 10 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R343 BL
Pebble Grain Zip Zip Satchel

Dooney & Bourke - R343 BZ
Pebble Grain Zip Zip Satchel

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful satchel in rich, supple, softly
pebbled leather. Two inside pockets. One inside
zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook.
Handle drop length: 4 in. Strap drop length:
15.5 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure. L 12.75 in.
W 5 in. H 10 in.

Retail: $198.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful satchel in rich, supple, softly
pebbled leather. Two inside pockets. One
inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Handle drop length: 4 in. Strap drop
length: 15.5 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure. L
12.75 in. W 5 in. H 10 in.

Retail: $198.00

Dooney & Bourke - R343 CA
Pebble Grain Zip Zip Satchel

Dooney & Bourke - R343 EL
Pebble Grain Zip Zip Satchel

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful satchel in rich, supple, softly
pebbled leather. Two inside pockets. One inside
zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook.
Handle drop length: 4 in. Strap drop length:
15.5 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure. L 12.75 in.
W 5 in. H 10 in.

Retail: $198.00

Retail: $198.00

Dooney & Bourke - R343 JD
Pebble Grain Zip Zip Satchel

Retail: $198.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful satchel in rich, supple, softly
pebbled leather. Two inside pockets. One inside
zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook.
Handle drop length: 4 in. Strap drop length:
15.5 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure. L 12.75 in.
W 5 in. H 10 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R343 RD
Pebble Grain Zip Zip Satchel

Retail: $198.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful satchel in rich, supple, softly
pebbled leather. Two inside pockets. One
inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Handle drop length: 4 in. Strap drop
length: 15.5 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure. L
12.75 in. W 5 in. H 10 in.

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful satchel in rich, supple, softly
pebbled leather. Two inside pockets. One inside
zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook.
Handle drop length: 4 in. Strap drop length:
15.5 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure. L 12.75 in.
W 5 in. H 10 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R343 WH
Pebble Grain Zip Zip Satchel

Dooney & Bourke - R343 MD
Pebble Grain Zip Zip Satchel

Retail: $198.00

Dooney & Bourke - R343 TQ
Pebble Grain Zip Zip Satchel

Retail: $198.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather.The Pebble Leather Collection blends
the essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful satchel in rich, supple, softly
pebbled leather. Two inside pockets. One
inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Handle drop length: 4 in. Strap drop
length: 15.5 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure. L
12.75 in. W 5 in. H 10 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN041BL
Nylon Large Pocket Satchel

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful satchel in rich, supple, softly
pebbled leather. Two inside pockets. One inside
zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook.
Handle drop length: 4 in. Strap drop length:
15.5 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure. L 12.75 in.
W 5 in. H 10 in.

Retail: $198.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of
its leather. Featuring a modern dome shape,
this satchel makes a statement everywhere it
goes. Accented with gilded hardware and crisp
contrast trim, the optional shoulder strap
provides you with styling versatility.Two inside
pockets. One inside zip pocket. Cell phone
pocket. Inside key hook. Handle drop length: 4
in. Strap drop length: 15.5 in. Lined. Feet.
Zipper closure. L 12.75 in. W 5 in. H 10 in.

Retail: $199.00

The Nylon Collection combines exceptionally
durable fabric with leather trim for accessories
that are both functional and lightweight. This
satchel is one of Dooney and Bourke's original
styles and features a variety of carrying
options.Inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets.
Two outside zip pockets. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Zipper closure. Detachable
strap with shoulder pad. Handle drop length: 6
in. Strap drop length: 22 in. Lined. Feet. H 12
in. W 6 in. L 12 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN041KH
Nylon Large Pocket Satchel

Retail: $199.00

The Nylon Collection combines exceptionally
durable fabric with leather trim for accessories
that are both functional and lightweight. This
satchel is one of Dooney and Bourke's original
styles and features a variety of carrying
options.Inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets.
Two outside zip pockets. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Zipper closure. Detachable
strap with shoulder pad. Handle drop length: 6
in. Strap drop length: 22 in. Lined. Feet. H 12
in. W 6 in. L 12 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN041RD
Nylon Large Pocket Satchel

Retail: $199.00

The Nylon Collection combines exceptionally
durable fabric with leather trim for accessories
that are both functional and lightweight. This
satchel is one of Dooney and Bourke's original
styles and features a variety of carrying
options.Inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets.
Two outside zip pockets. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Zipper closure. Detachable
strap with shoulder pad. Handle drop length: 6
in. Strap drop length: 22 in. Lined. Feet. H 12
in. W 6 in. L 12 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0836BOBS
Patterson Lani Crossbody

Retail: $228.00

Pebble grain leather, tumbled for softness crafts
a collection of timeless American style with a
clever modern edge. A full range of silhouettes
in an array of colors are complimented by biscuit
colored leather trim and shiny silver tone
hardware. Oversized buckles and prominent
eyelets offer style distinction and convertible
convenience, making it a snap to adjust the drop
length on straps and handles.Front zip pocket.
Two inside pockets. One inside zip pocket.
Inside key hook. Zipper closure. Adjustable
strap. Strap drop length 26 inches. Lined. Feet.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0836MDBS
Patterson Lani Crossbody

Retail: $228.00

Pebble grain leather, tumbled for softness crafts
a collection of timeless American style with a
clever modern edge. A full range of silhouettes
in an array of colors are complimented by biscuit
colored leather trim and shiny silver tone
hardware. Oversized buckles and prominent
eyelets offer style distinction and convertible
convenience, making it a snap to adjust the drop
length on straps and handles.Front zip pocket.
Two inside pockets. One inside zip pocket.
Inside key hook. Zipper closure. Adjustable
strap. Strap drop length 26 inches. Lined. Feet.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0836WHBS
Patterson Lani Crossbody

Retail: $228.00

Pebble grain leather, tumbled for softness crafts
a collection of timeless American style with a
clever modern edge. A full range of silhouettes
in an array of colors are complimented by biscuit
colored leather trim and shiny silver tone
hardware. Oversized buckles and prominent
eyelets offer style distinction and convertible
convenience, making it a snap to adjust the drop
length on straps and handles.Front zip pocket.
Two inside pockets. One inside zip pocket.
Inside key hook. Zipper closure. Adjustable
strap. Strap drop length 26 inches. Lined. Feet.

Dooney & Bourke - IN041NV
Nylon Large Pocket Satchel

Retail: $199.00

The Nylon Collection combines exceptionally
durable fabric with leather trim for accessories
that are both functional and lightweight. This
satchel is one of Dooney and Bourke's original
styles and features a variety of carrying
options.Inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets.
Two outside zip pockets. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Zipper closure. Detachable
strap with shoulder pad. Handle drop length: 6
in. Strap drop length: 22 in. Lined. Feet. H 12
in. W 6 in. L 12 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0836BLBS
Patterson Lani Crossbody

Retail: $228.00

Pebble grain leather, tumbled for softness
crafts a collection of timeless American style
with a clever modern edge. A full range of
silhouettes in an array of colors are
complimented by biscuit colored leather trim
and shiny silver tone hardware. Oversized
buckles and prominent eyelets offer style
distinction and convertible convenience,
making it a snap to adjust the drop length on
straps and handles.Front zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. One inside zip pocket. Inside
key hook. Zipper closure. Adjustable strap.
Strap drop length 26 inches. Lined. Feet.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0836LEBS
Patterson Lani Crossbody

Retail: $228.00

Vachetta trim gives a pop of contrast to this
streamlined crossbody, cut from supple,
pebbled leather and finished with palladium
hardware. Interior storage pockets and an
adjustable strap keep you hands-free while
you're on-the-go, while Dooney's signature
stamp brands this design with the logo you
love. Front zip pocket. Two inside pockets.
One inside zip pocket. Inside key hook. Zipper
closure. Adjustable strap. Strap drop length 26
inches. Lined. Feet. Measures L 9.75 in W 4 in
H 9.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0836TPBS
Patterson Lani Crossbody

Retail: $228.00

Pebble grain leather, tumbled for softness
crafts a collection of timeless American style
with a clever modern edge. A full range of
silhouettes in an array of colors are
complimented by biscuit colored leather trim
and shiny silver tone hardware. Oversized
buckles and prominent eyelets offer style
distinction and convertible convenience,
making it a snap to adjust the drop length on
straps and handles.Front zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. One inside zip pocket. Inside
key hook. Zipper closure. Adjustable strap.
Strap drop length 26 inches. Lined. Feet.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0836XUBS
Patterson Lani Crossbody

Retail: $228.00

Pebble grain leather, tumbled for softness
crafts a collection of timeless American style
with a clever modern edge. A full range of
silhouettes in an array of colors are
complimented by biscuit colored leather trim
and shiny silver tone hardware. Oversized
buckles and prominent eyelets offer style
distinction and convertible convenience,
making it a snap to adjust the drop length on
straps and handles.Front zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. One inside zip pocket. Inside
key hook. Zipper closure. Adjustable strap.
Strap drop length 26 inches. Lined. Feet.

Dooney & Bourke - BSAFF0736BLBL
Saffiano Mini Barlow

Retail: $228.00

Crisp clean lines of timeless design is what
catches the eye first. A stunning array of rich
hues draws you closer. Suddenly, you are locked
in by the delicate Saffiano texture (tiny
embossed cross hatch print) as contrasting
russet leather trim, off white topstitch, and
simple gold tone hardware completes this
perfect mixture of tailored, subtle beauty that
speaks volumes.Front outside pocket. Back
outside pocket. One inside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. One inside credit card slot on
front pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook.

Dooney & Bourke - IN0473KH
Nylon Extra Large Courtney Sac

Retail: $228.00

The Nylon Extra Large Courtney Sac is a casual,
yet polished addition to your ensemble. This
extra large sized hobo style bag is great for
carrying all of your essentials. The interior has 1
zip pocket, 2 slip pockets, 1 cellphone pocket,
and a key hook. This bag is able to fit a 13-15
inch laptop. Other features include magnetic
snap closure, flat bottom, and removable
shoulder strap. Strap length: 27 inches. Strap
Drop: 11 inches. Measures H 13 in W 5 in L 15.5
in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN0473RD
Nylon Extra Large Courtney Sac

Retail: $228.00

The Nylon Extra Large Courtney Sac is a casual,
yet polished addition to your ensemble. This
extra large sized hobo style bag is great for
carrying all of your essentials. The interior has 1
zip pocket, 2 slip pockets, 1 cellphone pocket,
and a key hook. This bag is able to fit a 13-15
inch laptop. Other features include magnetic
snap closure, flat bottom, and removable
shoulder strap. Strap length: 27 inches. Strap
Drop: 11 inches. Measures H 13 in W 5 in L 15.5
in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN0951BL
Nylon East West Shopper

Retail: $228.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are lightweight
and extremely durable. A more substantial
weave provides the extra reinforcement that
allows this collection to better maintain profile.
High impact hues, shiny gold tone hardware and
russet leather trim make this collection the
perfect carryall for everyday.Two inside pockets.
Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Adjustable handle. Handle drop length 9
inches. Lined. Feet. Magnetic Snap closure.
Measures L 12.5 in W 7 in H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN0951NV
Nylon East West Shopper

Retail: $228.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are lightweight
and extremely durable. A more substantial
weave provides the extra reinforcement that
allows this collection to better maintain profile.
High impact hues, shiny gold tone hardware and
russet leather trim make this collection the
perfect carryall for everyday.Two inside pockets.
Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Adjustable handle. Handle drop length 9
inches. Lined. Feet. Magnetic Snap closure.
Measures L 12.5 in W 7 in H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN0473BL
Nylon Extra Large Courtney Sac

Retail: $228.00

The Nylon Extra Large Courtney Sac is a
casual, yet polished addition to your
ensemble. This extra large sized hobo style
bag is great for carrying all of your essentials.
The interior has 1 zip pocket, 2 slip pockets, 1
cellphone pocket, and a key hook. This bag is
able to fit a 13-15 inch laptop. Other features
include magnetic snap closure, flat bottom,
and removable shoulder strap. Strap length:
27 inches. Strap Drop: 11 inches. Measures H
13 in W 5 in L 15.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN0473NV
Nylon Extra Large Courtney Sac

Retail: $228.00

The Nylon Extra Large Courtney Sac is a
casual, yet polished addition to your
ensemble. This extra large sized hobo style
bag is great for carrying all of your essentials.
The interior has 1 zip pocket, 2 slip pockets, 1
cellphone pocket, and a key hook. This bag is
able to fit a 13-15 inch laptop. Other features
include magnetic snap closure, flat bottom,
and removable shoulder strap. Strap length:
27 inches. Strap Drop: 11 inches. Measures H
13 in W 5 in L 15.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN0473WJ
Nylon Extra Large Courtney Sac

Retail: $228.00

The Nylon Extra Large Courtney Sac is a
casual, yet polished addition to your
ensemble. This extra large sized hobo style
bag is great for carrying all of your essentials.
The interior has 1 zip pocket, 2 slip pockets, 1
cellphone pocket, and a key hook. This bag is
able to fit a 13-15 inch laptop. Other features
include magnetic snap closure, flat bottom,
and removable shoulder strap. Strap length:
27 inches. Strap Drop: 11 inches. Measures H
13 in W 5 in L 15.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN0951KH
Nylon East West Shopper

Retail: $228.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are
lightweight and extremely durable. A more
substantial weave provides the extra
reinforcement that allows this collection to
better maintain profile. High impact hues,
shiny gold tone hardware and russet leather
trim make this collection the perfect carryall
for everyday. Two inside pockets. Inside zip
pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook.
Adjustable handle. Handle drop length 9
inches. Lined. Feet. Magnetic Snap closure.
Measures L 12.5 in W 7 in H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN0951RD
Nylon East West Shopper

Retail: $228.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are
lightweight and extremely durable. A more
substantial weave provides the extra
reinforcement that allows this collection to
better maintain profile. High impact hues,
shiny gold tone hardware and russet leather
trim make this collection the perfect carryall
for everyday.Two inside pockets. Inside zip
pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook.
Adjustable handle. Handle drop length 9
inches. Lined. Feet. Magnetic Snap closure.
Measures L 12.5 in W 7 in H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN0951WJ
Nylon East West Shopper

Retail: $228.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are lightweight
and extremely durable. A more substantial
weave provides the extra reinforcement that
allows this collection to better maintain profile.
High impact hues, shiny gold tone hardware and
russet leather trim make this collection the
perfect carryall for everyday.Two inside pockets.
Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Adjustable handle. Handle drop length 9
inches. Lined. Feet. Magnetic Snap closure.
Measures L 12.5 in W 7 in H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - NG924NV
Gretta Signature Hobo

Dooney & Bourke - NG924BM
Gretta Signature Hobo

The Gretta Signature Collection is branding at
it's best. A petite logo print covers coated
cotton fabric cast in classic shapes finished
with fine Vacchetta leather trim. One inside zip
pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Strap drop length: 8 in.
Lined. Zipper closure. L 13.5 in. W 4.5 in. H 9
in.

Retail: $228.00
Dooney & Bourke - NG968BM
Gretta Signature Satchel

The Gretta Signature Collection is branding at
it's best. A petite logo print covers coated cotton
fabric cast in classic shapes finished with fine
Vacchetta leather trim. One inside zip pocket.
Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Strap drop length: 8 in. Lined. Zipper
closure. L 13.5 in. W 4.5 in. H 9 in.

Retail: $228.00

Retail: $228.00

Dooney & Bourke - NG968NV
Gretta Signature Satchel

Retail: $228.00

The Gretta Signature Collection is branding at
it's best. A petite logo print covers coated cotton
fabric cast in classic shapes finished with fine
Vacchetta leather trim. One inside zip pocket.
Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Adjustable and detachable strap.
Handle drop length: 5 in. Strap drop length:
13.5 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure. Coated
cotton fabric. L 12 in. W 7 in. H 10 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0614BZ
Pebble Grain Janie Tote

Retail: $228.00

Pebble leather gives this tote bag a simple,
sophisticated style to tag along to the office, out
to lunch, or a night on the town. Easy to carry
with double handles. This tote bag is great for
organization with a back slip pocket on the
outside of the tote along with back-wall zip and
slip pockets, two front-wall slip pockets, and a
key hook inside. Additional features include a
zipper closure, four feet, and Dooney's signature
red interior lining. Measures approximately H 9.5
in x W 9.5 in x D 6 in. Strap drop length 10.5
inches.

Dooney & Bourke - R0614JD
Pebble Grain Janie Tote

Retail: $228.00

Pebble leather gives this tote bag a simple,
sophisticated style to tag along to the office, out
to lunch, or a night on the town. Easy to carry
with double handles. This tote bag is great for
organization with a back slip pocket on the
outside of the tote along with back-wall zip and
slip pockets, two front-wall slip pockets, and a
key hook inside. Additional features include a
zipper closure, four feet, and Dooney's signature
red interior lining. Measures approximately H 9.5
in x W 9.5 in x D 6 in. Strap drop length 10.5
inches.

The Gretta Signature Collection is branding at
it's best. A petite logo print covers coated
cotton fabric cast in classic shapes finished
with fine Vacchetta leather trim. One inside zip
pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Adjustable and detachable
strap. Handle drop length: 5 in. Strap drop
length: 13.5 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure.
Coated cotton fabric. L 12 in. W 7 in. H 10 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0614BB
Pebble Grain Janie Tote

Retail: $228.00

Pebble leather gives this tote bag a simple,
sophisticated style to tag along to the office,
out to lunch, or a night on the town. Easy to
carry with double handles. This tote bag is
great for organization with a back slip pocket
on the outside of the tote along with back-wall
zip and slip pockets, two front-wall slip
pockets, and a key hook inside. Additional
features include a zipper closure, four feet,
and Dooney's signature red interior lining.
Measures approximately H 9.5 in x W 9.5 in x
D 6 in. Strap drop length 10.5 inches.

Dooney & Bourke - R0614EL
Pebble Grain Janie Tote

Retail: $228.00

Pebble leather gives this tote bag a simple,
sophisticated style to tag along to the office,
out to lunch, or a night on the town. Easy to
carry with double handles. This tote bag is
great for organization with a back slip pocket
on the outside of the tote along with back-wall
zip and slip pockets, two front-wall slip
pockets, and a key hook inside. Additional
features include a zipper closure, four feet,
and Dooney's signature red interior lining.
Measures approximately H 9.5 in x W 9.5 in x
D 6 in. Strap drop length 10.5 inches.

Dooney & Bourke - R0614LE
Pebble Grain Janie Tote

Retail: $228.00

Pebble leather gives this tote bag a simple,
sophisticated style to tag along to the office,
out to lunch, or a night on the town. Easy to
carry with double handles. This tote bag is
great for organization with a back slip pocket
on the outside of the tote along with back-wall
zip and slip pockets, two front-wall slip
pockets, and a key hook inside. Additional
features include a zipper closure, four feet,
and Dooney's signature red interior lining.
Measures approximately H 9.5 in x W 9.5 in x
D 6 in. Strap drop length 10.5 inches.

Dooney & Bourke - R0614RD
Pebble Grain Janie Tote

Retail: $228.00

Pebble leather gives this tote bag a simple,
sophisticated style to tag along to the office, out
to lunch, or a night on the town. Easy to carry
with double handles. This tote bag is great for
organization with a back slip pocket on the
outside of the tote along with back-wall zip and
slip pockets, two front-wall slip pockets, and a
key hook inside. Additional features include a
zipper closure, four feet, and Dooney's signature
red interior lining. Measures approximately H 9.5
in x W 9.5 in x D 6 in. Strap drop length 10.5
inches.

Dooney & Bourke - R379 BL
Pebble Grain Lexington Shopper

Dooney & Bourke - R379 BB
Pebble Grain Lexington Shopper

Retail: $228.00

Dooney & Bourke - R379 CA
Pebble Grain Lexington Shopper

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic shopper in rich, supple,
softly pebbled leather. Zipper closure. Lined with
feet. Two outside pockets. Inside zip pocket.
Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Strap drop length 12 in. Measures L
14 in. W 4 in. H 12 in.

Retail: $228.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style.A beautiful, classic shopper in rich, supple,
softly pebbled leather. Zipper closure. Lined with
feet. Two outside pockets. Inside zip pocket.
Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Strap drop length 12 in. Measures L
14 in. W 4 in. H 12 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R379 RD
Pebble Grain Lexington Shopper

Retail: $228.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic shopper in rich, supple,
softly pebbled leather. Zipper closure. Lined with
feet. Two outside pockets. Inside zip pocket.
Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Strap drop length 12 in. Measures L
14 in. W 4 in. H 12 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R924 BB
Pebble Grain Hobo

Retail: $228.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic shopper in rich,
supple, softly pebbled leather. Zipper closure.
Lined with feet. Two outside pockets. Inside
zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone
pocket. Inside key hook. Strap drop length 12
in. Measures L 14 in. W 4 in. H 12 in.

Retail: $228.00

Dooney & Bourke - R379 EL
Pebble Grain Lexington

Retail: $228.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather. Designed to be your go-to bag, this
tote presents you with a classic silhouette
that's stylish, but also functional enough to
store everything in your busy on-the-go
life.Two outside pockets. Inside zip pocket.
Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Strap drop length: 12 in. Lined.
Feet. Zipper closure. Strap drop length 12 in.
Measures L 14 in. W 4 in. H 12 in.

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for the
rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather. Featuring a relaxed, slouchy crescentshaped construction, this shoulder bag is the
epitome of casual, fashionable style.One inside
zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone
pocket. Inside key hook. Strap drop length 8 in.
Lined. Zipper closure. Measures L 13.5 in. W 4.5
in. H 9 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R379 MD
Pebble Grain Lexington Shopper

Retail: $228.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of it
leather. Designed to be your go-to bag, this
tote presents you with a classic silhouette
that's stylish, but also functional enough to
store everything in your busy on-the-go
life.Two outside pockets. Inside zip pocket.
Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Strap drop length: 12 in. Lined.
Feet. Zipper closure. Strap drop length 12 in.
Measures L 14 in. W 4 in. H 12 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R379 WH
Pebble Grain Lexington Shopper

Retail: $228.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. Designed to be your go-to bag, this tote
presents you with a classic silhouette that's
stylish, but also functional enough to store
everything in your busy on-the-go life.Zipper
closure. Lined with feet. Two outside pockets.
Inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell
phone pocket. Inside key hook. Strap drop
length 12 in. Measures L 14 in. W 4 in. H 12
in.

Dooney & Bourke - R924 BL
Pebble Grain Hobo

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic hobo in rich, supple,
softly pebbled leather. One inside zip pocket.
Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Strap drop length 8 in. Lined. Zipper
closure. Measures L 13.5 in. W 4.5 in. H 9 in.

Retail: $228.00

Dooney & Bourke - R924 CA
Pebble Grain Hobo

Dooney & Bourke - R924 WH
Pebble Grain Hobo

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic hobo in rich, supple,
softly pebbled leather. One inside zip pocket.
Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Strap drop length 8 in. Lined. Zipper
closure. Measures L 13.5 in. W 4.5 in. H 9 in.

Retail: $228.00

Retail: $228.00

Dooney & Bourke - SU342BB
Saffiano Small Lexington Shopper

Retail: $228.00

Crisp clean lines of timeless design catches the
eye first. A stunning array of rich hues lures one
further. Then, the delicate Saffiano texture
coupled with contrasting russet leather trim, offwhite topstitching, and simple gold tone
hardware completes this perfect mixture of
tailored, subtle beauty. Two inside pockets. One
inside pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Strap drop length: 10.75 in. Front and
back slip pockets. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure. L
11.75 in. W 3.5 in. H 10.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - SU343BB
Saffiano Zip Satchel

Retail: $228.00

Crisp clean lines of timeless design catches the
eye first. A stunning array of rich hues lures one
further. Then, the delicate Saffiano texture
coupled with contrasting russet leather trim, offwhite topstitching, and simple gold tone
hardware completes this perfect mixture of
tailored, subtle beauty. Two inside pockets. One
inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Handle drop length: 4 in. Strap drop
length: 15.5 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure. L 12
in. W 5.25 in. H 9.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - SU924BB
Saffiano Hobo

Retail: $228.00

Crisp clean lines of timeless design catches the
eye first. A stunning array of rich hues lures one
further. Then, the delicate Saffiano texture
coupled with contrasting russet leather trim, offwhite topstitching, and simple gold tone
hardware completes this perfect mixture of
tailored, subtle beauty. Two inside pockets.
Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Strap drop length: 8 in. Lined. Zipper
closure. L 12.5 in. W 5.5 in. H 10.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L1075BB
Florentine Cameron Crossbody

Retail: $238.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic hobo in rich, supple,
softly pebbled leather. One inside zip pocket.
Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Strap drop length 8 in. Lined. Zipper
closure. Measures L 13.5 in. W 4.5 in. H 9 in.

This cityside, daytripping style is defined by a
modern attitude, softly-structured silhouette and
a convertible crossbody strap for hands-free
mobility. Florentine Italian leather, polished gold
hardware and Dooney's signature embossed
logo offer a classic look that gets better with
age. Features include one inside zip pocket, two
inside pockets, a cell phone pocket, and an
inside key hook. Strap drop length 22.5 inches.
Top zip closure. Lined. Feet. Measures H 4.75 in
x W 9.25 in x D 4 in.

Dooney & Bourke - SU342NA
Saffiano Small Lexington Shopper

Retail: $228.00

Crisp clean lines of timeless design catches the
eye first. A stunning array of rich hues lures
one further. Then, the delicate Saffiano texture
coupled with contrasting russet leather trim,
off-white topstitching, and simple gold tone
hardware completes this perfect mixture of
tailored, subtle beauty. Two inside pockets.
One inside pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Strap drop length: 10.75 in. Front
and back slip pockets. Lined. Feet. Zipper
closure. L 11.75 in. W 3.5 in. H 10.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - SU343NA
Saffiano Zip Satchel

Retail: $228.00

Crisp clean lines of timeless design catches the
eye first. A stunning array of rich hues lures
one further. Then, the delicate Saffiano texture
coupled with contrasting russet leather trim,
off-white topstitching, and simple gold tone
hardware completes this perfect mixture of
tailored, subtle beauty. Two inside pockets.
One inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Handle drop length: 4 in.
Strap drop length: 15.5 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper
closure. L 12 in. W 5.25 in. H 9.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - SU924NA
Saffiano Hobo

Retail: $228.00

Crisp clean lines of timeless design catches the
eye first. A stunning array of rich hues lures
one further. Then, the delicate Saffiano texture
coupled with contrasting russet leather trim,
off-white topstitching, and simple gold tone
hardware completes this perfect mixture of
tailored, subtle beauty. Two inside pockets.
Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Strap drop length: 8 in. Lined.
Zipper closure. L 12.5 in. W 5.5 in. H 10.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L1075CS
Florentine Cameron Crossbody

Retail: $238.00

This cityside, daytripping style is defined by a
modern attitude, softly-structured silhouette
and a convertible crossbody strap for handsfree mobility. Florentine Italian leather,
polished gold hardware and Dooney's
signature embossed logo offer a classic look
that gets better with age. Features include one
inside zip pocket, two inside pockets, a cell
phone pocket, and an inside key hook. Strap
drop length 22.5 inches. Top zip closure.
Lined. Feet. Measures H 4.75 in x W 9.25 in x
D 4 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L1075NA
Florentine Cameron Crossbody

Retail: $238.00

This cityside, daytripping style is defined by a
modern attitude, softly-structured silhouette and
a convertible crossbody strap for hands-free
mobility. Florentine Italian leather, polished gold
hardware and Dooney's signature embossed
logo offer a classic look that gets better with
age. Features include one inside zip pocket, two
inside pockets, a cell phone pocket, and an
inside key hook. Strap drop length 22.5 inches.
Top zip closure. Lined. Feet. Measures H 4.75 in
x W 9.25 in x D 4 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R1137BL
Pebble Grain Piper

Retail: $238.00

The Dooney and Bourke Pebble Grain Piper is a
sassy yet refined everyday leather bag. It is the
perfect size to hold all your essentials and has
enough pockets to help keep your items
organized. It includes a front zip pocket for easy
access and a top zip closure to keep all items
secure. The interior has an inside zip pocket,
two inside pockets, a cell phone pocket, and an
inside key hook. Strap drop length: 23.5 inches.
Measures L 11.5 in. x W 4 in. x H 8.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R1137EL
Pebble Grain Piper

Retail: $238.00

The Dooney and Bourke Pebble Grain Piper is a
sassy yet refined everyday leather bag. It is the
perfect size to hold all your essentials and has
enough pockets to help keep your items
organized. It includes a front zip pocket for easy
access and a top zip closure to keep all items
secure. The interior has an inside zip pocket,
two inside pockets, a cell phone pocket, and an
inside key hook. Strap drop length: 23.5 inches.
Measures L 11.5 in. x W 4 in. x H 8.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R1137RD
Pebble Grain Piper

Retail: $238.00

The Dooney and Bourke Pebble Grain Piper is a
sassy yet refined everyday leather bag. It is the
perfect size to hold all your essentials and has
enough pockets to help keep your items
organized. It includes a front zip pocket for easy
access and a top zip closure to keep all items
secure. The interior has an inside zip pocket,
two inside pockets, a cell phone pocket, and an
inside key hook. Strap drop length: 23.5 inches.
Measures L 11.5 in. x W 4 in. x H 8.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L962BB
Florentine Medium Toggle Crossbody

Dooney & Bourke - R1137BB
Pebble Grain Piper

Retail: $238.00

Dooney & Bourke - R1137CA
Pebble Grain Piper

Retail: $238.00

The Dooney and Bourke Pebble Grain Piper is
a sassy yet refined everyday leather bag. It is
the perfect size to hold all your essentials and
has enough pockets to help keep your items
organized. It includes a front zip pocket for
easy access and a top zip closure to keep all
items secure. The interior has an inside zip
pocket, two inside pockets, a cell phone
pocket, and an inside key hook. Strap drop
length: 23.5 inches. Measures L 11.5 in. x W 4
in. x H 8.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R1137MD
Pebble Grain Piper

Retail: $238.00

The Dooney and Bourke Pebble Grain Piper is
a sassy yet refined everyday leather bag. It is
the perfect size to hold all your essentials and
has enough pockets to help keep your items
organized. It includes a front zip pocket for
easy access and a top zip closure to keep all
items secure. The interior has an inside zip
pocket, two inside pockets, a cell phone
pocket, and an inside key hook. Strap drop
length: 23.5 inches. Measures L 11.5 in. x W 4
in. x H 8.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R1137WH
Pebble Grain Piper

Retail: $238.00

The Dooney and Bourke Pebble Grain Piper is
a sassy yet refined everyday leather bag. It is
the perfect size to hold all your essentials and
has enough pockets to help keep your items
organized. It includes a front zip pocket for
easy access and a top zip closure to keep all
items secure. The interior has an inside zip
pocket, two inside pockets, a cell phone
pocket, and an inside key hook. Strap drop
length: 23.5 inches. Measures L 11.5 in. x W 4
in. x H 8.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BBELV0887BLBL
Belvedere Ambler

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a cool,
laid back sense of style with elements of classic
sophistication, for an effortless look that is
timeless and very chic. Red cotton lining edged
in green suede. Toggle closure. Lined. One
inside pocket. One inside zip pocket. Inside key
hook. Adjustable, detachable strap drop: 24 in. L
10.75 in. W 3.25 in. H 10 in.

Retail: $248.00

The Dooney and Bourke Pebble Grain Piper is
a sassy yet refined everyday leather bag. It is
the perfect size to hold all your essentials and
has enough pockets to help keep your items
organized. It includes a front zip pocket for
easy access and a top zip closure to keep all
items secure. The interior has an inside zip
pocket, two inside pockets, a cell phone
pocket, and an inside key hook. Strap drop
length: 23.5 inches. Measures L 11.5 in. x W 4
in. x H 8.25 in.

Retail: $248.00

The Belvedere Ambler is more than a compact
and versatile crossbody; it provides maximum
organization in a minimal amount of space.
Front and back exterior pockets are perfect for
phone and keys, and the interior comes with
so many built-ins that a wallet is optional.
When the shoulder strap is detached, the bag
turns into a mini top handle bag. Designed for
women who are constantly on the go, the
Ambler will take you from busy days to date
nights in style. Two outside pockets. Sixteen
credit card slots. Three inside pockets. Two
inside zip pockets.

Dooney & Bourke - BBELV0887FGFG
Belvedere Ambler

Retail: $248.00

The Belvedere Ambler is more than a compact
and versatile crossbody; it provides maximum
organization in a minimal amount of space.
Front and back exterior pockets are perfect for
phone and keys, and the interior comes with so
many built-ins that a wallet is optional. When
the shoulder strap is detached, the bag turns
into a mini top handle bag. Designed for women
who are constantly on the go, the Ambler will
take you from busy days to date nights in style.
Two outside pockets. Sixteen credit card slots.
Three inside pockets. Two inside zip pockets.

Dooney & Bourke - BBELV0887RDRD
Belvedere Ambler

Retail: $248.00

The Belvedere Ambler is more than a compact
and versatile crossbody; it provides maximum
organization in a minimal amount of space.
Front and back exterior pockets are perfect for
phone and keys, and the interior comes with so
many built-ins that a wallet is optional. When
the shoulder strap is detached, the bag turns
into a mini top handle bag. Designed for women
who are constantly on the go, the Ambler will
take you from busy days to date nights in style.
Two outside pockets. Sixteen credit card slots.
Three inside pockets. Two inside zip pockets.

Dooney & Bourke - LF058BL
Claremont Hobo

Retail: $248.00

Clean lines and beautiful leather are hallmarks of
the Claremont Collection. Made of specially
tanned European hides, the leather has rich
color, subtle texture and a durable coated finish.
The Hobo shows off this leather with a crescent
shape trimmed in contrasting Vacchetta leather,
a gold-plated turn lock closure and modern text
logo.One inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets.
Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable
strap. Strap drop length: 12.75 in. Lined. Feet.
Turn lock closure. H 10.75 in. W 5.25 in. L
11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN0346BL
Nylon Editor's Tote

Retail: $258.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are lightweight
and extremely durable. A more substantial
weave provides the extra reinforcement that
allows this collection to better maintain profile.
High impact hues, shiny gold tone hardware and
russet leather trim make this collection the
perfect carryall for everyday.One inside zip
pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook. Zip
center individual pocket. Detachable dog hook
strap. Strap drop length 13 inches. Handle drop
length 5 inches. Lined. Top leather belt closure.
Measures L 13.75 in W 4.5 in H 14.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN0346NV
Nylon Editor's Tote

Retail: $258.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are lightweight
and extremely durable. A more substantial
weave provides the extra reinforcement that
allows this collection to better maintain profile.
High impact hues, shiny gold tone hardware and
russet leather trim make this collection the
perfect carryall for everyday.One inside zip
pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook. Zip
center individual pocket. Detachable dog hook
strap. Strap drop length 13 inches. Handle drop
length 5 inches. Lined. Top leather belt closure.
Measures L 13.75 in W 4.5 in H 14.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BBELV0887MDMD
Belvedere Ambler

Retail: $248.00

For a collection that goes seamlessly from
work to weekend, look no further than the
luxurious Belvedere Collection. Belvedere bags
are crafted from pebble grain leather that has
been tumbled to ensure softness. This
particular collection employs self- trim as a
sophisticated alternative to the traditional
contrast trim.The Belvedere Ambler is more
than a compact and versatile crossbody; it
provides maximum organization in a minimal
amount of space.

Dooney & Bourke - BBELV0887TPTP
Belvedere Ambler

Retail: $248.00

The Belvedere Ambler is more than a compact
and versatile crossbody; it provides maximum
organization in a minimal amount of space.
Front and back exterior pockets are perfect for
phone and keys, and the interior comes with
so many built-ins that a wallet is optional.
When the shoulder strap is detached, the bag
turns into a mini top handle bag. Designed for
women who are constantly on the go, the
Ambler will take you from busy days to date
nights in style. Two outside pockets. Sixteen
credit card slots. Three inside pockets. Two
inside zip pockets.

Dooney & Bourke - LF058TP
Claremont Hobo

Retail: $248.00

Clean lines and beautiful leather are hallmarks
of the Claremont Collection. Made of specially
tanned European hides, the leather has rich
color, subtle texture and a durable coated
finish. The Hobo shows off this leather with a
crescent shape trimmed in contrasting
Vacchetta leather, a gold-plated turn lock
closure and modern text logo.One inside zip
pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Adjustable strap. Strap drop
length 12.75 in. Lined. Feet. Turn lock closure.
Measures H 10.75 in. W 5.25 in. L 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN0346KH
Nylon Editor's Tote

Retail: $258.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are
lightweight and extremely durable. A more
substantial weave provides the extra
reinforcement that allows this collection to
better maintain profile. High impact hues,
shiny gold tone hardware and russet leather
trim make this collection the perfect carryall
for everyday.One inside zip pocket. Cell phone
pocket. Inside key hook. Zip center individual
pocket. Detachable dog hook strap. Strap drop
length 13 inches. Handle drop length 5 inches.
Lined. Top leather belt closure. Measures L
13.75 in W 4.5 in H 14.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - IN0346RD
Nylon Editor's Tote

Retail: $258.00

Dooney's Nylon Collection items are
lightweight and extremely durable. A more
substantial weave provides the extra
reinforcement that allows this collection to
better maintain profile. High impact hues,
shiny gold tone hardware and russet leather
trim make this collection the perfect carryall
for everyday.One inside zip pocket. Cell phone
pocket. Inside key hook. Zip center individual
pocket. Detachable dog hook strap. Strap drop
length 13 inches. Handle drop length 5 inches.
Lined. Top leather belt closure. Measures L
13.75 in W 4.5 in H 14.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPEBL1312LETN
Pebble Grain Tammy Tote

Retail: $268.00

Cut from durable, pebbled leather and furnished
with contrast bridle-leather handles, this
everyday staple hosts a roomy interior and
secure zip divider pouch for all of your precious
essentials, while the exterior patch pocket
effortlessly holds a cell phone. Features include
one inside zip pocket, two inside pockets, cell
phone pocket, inside key hook, center zip
compartment, top magnet snap closure, lined,
feet. Handle drop length: 10 inches. Measures H
11 in x W 13 in x D 6 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0757BLBS
Patterson Trina Satchel

Retail: $268.00

The Patterson Trina Satchel updates one of
Dooney's favorite satchel shapes with pebbled
leather, biscuit-colored trim, silver Palladium
hardware and a new logo patch. Stand out
features include leather top handles, with beltlike buckles to customize the length, and a
double tassel zipper pull. A detachable shoulder
strap provides a second carry option and brass
feet protect the underside. Other features
include two inside pockets, one inside zip
pocket, and an inside key hook. Strap drop
length is 21 inches and the handle drop length is
4 inches.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0757LEBS
Patterson Trina Satchel

Retail: $268.00

The Patterson Trina Satchel updates one of
Dooney's favorite satchel shapes with pebbled
leather, biscuit-colored trim, silver Palladium
hardware and a new logo patch. Stand out
features include leather top handles, with beltlike buckles to customize the length, and a
double tassel zipper pull. A detachable shoulder
strap provides a second carry option and brass
feet protect the underside. Other features
include two inside pockets, one inside zip
pocket, and an inside key hook. Strap drop
length is 21 inches and the handle drop length is
4 inches.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0757TPBS
Patterson Trina Satchel

Retail: $268.00

The Patterson Trina Satchel updates one of
Dooney's favorite satchel shapes with pebbled
leather, biscuit-colored trim, silver Palladium
hardware and a new logo patch. Stand out
features include leather top handles, with beltlike buckles to customize the length, and a
double tassel zipper pull. A detachable shoulder
strap provides a second carry option and brass
feet protect the underside. Other features
include two inside pockets, one inside zip
pocket, and an inside key hook. Strap drop
length is 21 inches and the handle drop length is
4 inches.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0757XUBS
Patterson Trina Satchel

Retail: $268.00

The Patterson Trina Satchel updates one of
Dooney's favorite satchel shapes with pebbled
leather, biscuit-colored trim, silver Palladium
hardware and a new logo patch. Stand out
features include leather top handles, with beltlike buckles to customize the length, and a
double tassel zipper pull. A detachable shoulder
strap provides a second carry option and brass
feet protect the underside. Other features
include two inside pockets, one inside zip
pocket, and an inside key hook. Strap drop
length is 21 inches and the handle drop length is
4 inches.

Dooney & Bourke - BPEBL1312MDTN
Pebble Grain Tammy Tote

Retail: $268.00

Cut from durable, pebbled leather and
furnished with contrast bridle-leather handles,
this everyday staple hosts a roomy interior and
secure zip divider pouch for all of your
precious essentials, while the exterior patch
pocket effortlessly holds a cell phone. Features
include one inside zip pocket, two inside
pockets, cell phone pocket, inside key hook,
center zip compartment, top magnet snap
closure, lined, feet. Handle drop length: 10
inches. Measures H 11 in x W 13 in x D 6 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0757BOBS
Patterson Trina Satchel

Retail: $268.00

The Patterson Trina Satchel updates one of
Dooney's favorite satchel shapes with pebbled
leather, biscuit-colored trim, silver Palladium
hardware and a new logo patch. Stand out
features include leather top handles, with beltlike buckles to customize the length, and a
double tassel zipper pull. A detachable
shoulder strap provides a second carry option
and brass feet protect the underside. Other
features include two inside pockets, one inside
zip pocket, and an inside key hook. Strap drop
length is 21 inches and the handle drop length
is 4 inches.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0757MDBS
Patterson Trina Satchel

Retail: $268.00

The Patterson Trina Satchel updates one of
Dooney's favorite satchel shapes with pebbled
leather, biscuit-colored trim, silver Palladium
hardware and a new logo patch. Stand out
features include leather top handles, with beltlike buckles to customize the length, and a
double tassel zipper pull. A detachable
shoulder strap provides a second carry option
and brass feet protect the underside. Other
features include two inside pockets, one inside
zip pocket, and an inside key hook. Strap drop
length is 21 inches and the handle drop length
is 4 inches.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0757WHBS
Patterson Trina Satchel

Retail: $268.00

Pebble grain leather, tumbled for softness
crafts a collection of timeless American style
with a clever modern edge. A full range of
silhouettes in an array of colors are
complimented by biscuit colored leather trim
and shiny silver tone hardware. Oversized
buckles and prominent eyelets offer style
distinction and convertible convenience,
making it a snap to adjust the drop length on
straps and handles.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0773BLBS
Patterson Kendra Satchel

Retail: $268.00

Pebble grain leather, tumbled for softness
crafts a collection of timeless American style
with a clever modern edge. A full range of
silhouettes in an array of colors are
complimented by biscuit colored leather trim
and shiny silver tone hardware. Oversized
buckles and prominent eyelets offer style
distinction and convertible convenience,
making it a snap to adjust the drop length on
straps and handles.Two inside pockets. One
inside zip pocket. Inside key hook. Handle
drop length 4 inches. Adjustable Shoulder
strap. Strap drop length 21 inches.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0773BOBS
Patterson Kendra Satchel

Retail: $268.00

Pebble grain leather, tumbled for softness crafts
a collection of timeless American style with a
clever modern edge. A full range of silhouettes
in an array of colors are complimented by biscuit
colored leather trim and shiny silver tone
hardware. Oversized buckles and prominent
eyelets offer style distinction and convertible
convenience, making it a snap to adjust the drop
length on straps and handles.Two inside
pockets. One inside zip pocket. Inside key hook.
Handle drop length 4 inches. Adjustable
Shoulder strap. Strap drop length 21 inches.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0773MDBS
Patterson Kendra Satchel

Retail: $268.00

Pebble grain leather, tumbled for softness crafts
a collection of timeless American style with a
clever modern edge. A full range of silhouettes
in an array of colors are complimented by biscuit
colored leather trim and shiny silver tone
hardware. Oversized buckles and prominent
eyelets offer style distinction and convertible
convenience, making it a snap to adjust the drop
length on straps and handles.Two inside
pockets. One inside zip pocket. Inside key hook.
Handle drop length 4 inches. Adjustable
Shoulder strap. Strap drop length 21 inches.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0773WHBS
Patterson Kendra Satchel

Retail: $268.00

Pebble grain leather, tumbled for softness crafts
a collection of timeless American style with a
clever modern edge. A full range of silhouettes
in an array of colors are complimented by biscuit
colored leather trim and shiny silver tone
hardware. Oversized buckles and prominent
eyelets offer style distinction and convertible
convenience, making it a snap to adjust the drop
length on straps and handles.Two inside
pockets. One inside zip pocket. Inside key hook.
Handle drop length 4 inches. Adjustable
Shoulder strap. Strap drop length 21 inches.

Dooney & Bourke - LJ0736NA
City Mini Barlow

Retail: $268.00

Made of supple leather with a beautiful matte
finish, the bags combine the best of both satchel
and bucket styles. Soft pleats, rolled top handles
and structured shapes add ladylike chic, while
divided interiors with magnetic closures and
detachable straps add casual convenience.Front
outside pocket. Back outside pocket. One inside
zip pocket. Two inside pockets. One inside credit
card slot on front pocket. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Adjustable shoulder strap.
Strap drop length 26 inches. Handle drop length
3.5 inches. Lined. Snap closure.

Dooney & Bourke - R0951BL
Pebble Grain East West Shopper

Retail: $268.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has a
distinctive texture that holds up beautifully to
everyday wear and tear. We use it to create
updated classics in a wide array of colors with
contrasting bridle leather trim. The result is a
collection of accessories that are loved and
carried from one season to the next.Two inside
pockets. Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Adjustable Handle. Handle drop
length 9 in. Lined. Magnetic Snap closure. Feet.
Measures L 12.5 in. W 7 in. H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0773LEBS
Patterson Kendra Satchel

Retail: $268.00

Pebble grain leather, tumbled for softness
crafts a collection of timeless American style
with a clever modern edge. A full range of
silhouettes in an array of colors are
complimented by biscuit colored leather trim
and shiny silver tone hardware. Oversized
buckles and prominent eyelets offer style
distinction and convertible convenience,
making it a snap to adjust the drop length on
straps and handles.Two inside pockets. One
inside zip pocket. Inside key hook. Handle
drop length 4 inches. Adjustable Shoulder
strap. Strap drop length 21 inches.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0773TPBS
Patterson Kendra Satchel

Retail: $268.00

Pebble grain leather, tumbled for softness
crafts a collection of timeless American style
with a clever modern edge. A full range of
silhouettes in an array of colors are
complimented by biscuit colored leather trim
and shiny silver tone hardware. Oversized
buckles and prominent eyelets offer style
distinction and convertible convenience,
making it a snap to adjust the drop length on
straps and handles.Two inside pockets. One
inside zip pocket. Inside key hook. Handle
drop length 4 inches. Adjustable Shoulder
strap. Strap drop length 21 inches.

Dooney & Bourke - LJ0736BL
City Mini Barlow

Retail: $268.00

Made of supple leather with a beautiful matte
finish, the bags combine the best of both
satchel and bucket styles. Soft pleats, rolled
top handles and structured shapes add ladylike
chic, while divided interiors with magnetic
closures and detachable straps add casual
convenience.Front outside pocket. Back
outside pocket. One inside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. One inside credit card slot on
front pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Adjustable shoulder strap. Strap drop
length 26 inches. Handle drop length 3.5
inches. Lined. Snap closure.

Dooney & Bourke - R0951BB
Pebble Grain East West Shopper

Retail: $268.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has
a distinctive texture that holds up beautifully to
everyday wear and tear. The result is a
collection of accessories that are loved and
carried from one season to the next.Two inside
pockets. Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Adjustable Handle. Handle
drop length 9 in. Lined. Magnetic Snap closure.
Feet. Measures L 12.5 in. W 7 in. H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0951BZ
Pebble Grain East/West Shopper

Retail: $268.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has
a distinctive texture that holds up beautifully
to everyday wear and tear. We use it to create
updated classics in a wide array of colors with
contrasting bridle leather trim. The result is a
collection of accessories that are loved and
carried from one season to the next.Two inside
pockets. Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Adjustable Handle. Handle
drop length 9 in. Lined. Magnetic Snap closure.
Feet. Measures L 12.5 in. W 7 in. H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0951CA
Pebble Grain East West Shopper

Retail: $268.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has a
distinctive texture that holds up beautifully to
everyday wear and tear. We use it to create
updated classics in a wide array of colors with
contrasting bridle leather trim. The result is a
collection of accessories that are loved and
carried from one season to the next.Two inside
pockets. Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Adjustable Handle. Handle drop
length 9 in. Lined. Magnetic Snap closure. Feet.
Measures L 12.5 in. W 7 in. H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0951JD
Pebble Grain East/West Shopper

Retail: $268.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has a
distinctive texture that holds up beautifully to
everyday wear and tear. We use it to create
updated classics in a wide array of colors with
contrasting bridle leather trim. The result is a
collection of accessories that are loved and
carried from one season to the next.Two inside
pockets. Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Adjustable Handle. Handle drop
length 9 in. Lined. Magnetic Snap closure. Feet.
Measures L 12.5 in. W 7 in. H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0951MD
Pebble Grain East West Shopper

Retail: $268.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has a
distinctive texture that holds up beautifully to
everyday wear and tear. We use it to create
updated classics in a wide array of colors with
contrasting bridle leather trim. The result is a
collection of accessories that are loved and
carried from one season to the next.Two inside
pockets. Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Adjustable Handle. Handle drop
length 9 in. Lined. Magnetic Snap closure. Feet.
Measures L 12.5 in. W 7 in. H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0951WH
Pebble Grain East West Shopper

Retail: $268.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has a
distinctive texture that holds up beautifully to
everyday wear and tear. We use it to create
updated classics in a wide array of colors with
contrasting bridle leather trim. The result is a
collection of accessories that are loved and
carried from one season to the next.Two inside
pockets. Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Adjustable Handle. Handle drop
length 9 in. Lined. Magnetic Snap closure. Feet.
Measures L 12.5 in. W 7 in. H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R1124BL
Pebble Grain Cooper Hobo

Retail: $268.00

The Dooney and Bourke Pebble Grain Cooper
Hobo gives off an air of sophistication that you
would be remiss to pass up on. Features include
an adjustable single hand, magnetic snap
closure, two front zip pockets, metal-plated
logo, four feet, and gold tone hardware. Inside
features include a signature red lining, back-wall
zip and slip pocket, two front-wall slip pockets,
and a key hook. Strap drop length: 8 to 10
inches. Measures approximately H 10.25 in x W
14.5 in x D 4.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0951EL
Pebble Grain East West Shopper

Retail: $268.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has
a distinctive texture that holds up beautifully to
everyday wear and tear. We use it to create
updated classics in a wide array of colors with
contrasting bridle leather trim. The result is a
collection of accessories that are loved and
carried from one season to the next.Two inside
pockets. Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Adjustable Handle. Handle
drop length 9 in. Lined. Magnetic Snap closure.
Feet. Measures L 12.5 in. W 7 in. H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0951LE
Pebble Grain East West Shopper

Retail: $268.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has
a distinctive texture that holds up beautifully to
everyday wear and tear. We use it to create
updated classics in a wide array of colors with
contrasting bridle leather trim. The result is a
collection of accessories that are loved and
carried from one season to the next.Two inside
pockets. Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Adjustable Handle. Handle
drop length 9 in. Lined. Magnetic Snap closure.
Feet. Measures L 12.5 in. W 7 in. H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0951RD
Pebble Grain East West Shopper

Retail: $268.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has
a distinctive texture that holds up beautifully
to everyday wear and tear. We use it to create
updated classics in a wide array of colors with
contrasting bridle leather trim. The result is a
collection of accessories that are loved and
carried from one season to the next.Two inside
pockets. Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Adjustable Handle. Handle
drop length 9 in. Lined. Magnetic Snap closure.
Feet. Measures L 12.5 in. W 7 in. H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R1124BB
Pebble Grain Cooper Hobo

Retail: $268.00

The Dooney and Bourke Pebble Grain Cooper
Hobo gives off an air of sophistication that you
would be remiss to pass up on. Features
include an adjustable single hand, magnetic
snap closure, two front zip pockets, metalplated logo, four feet, and gold tone hardware.
Inside features include a signature red lining,
back-wall zip and slip pocket, two front-wall
slip pockets, and a key hook. Strap drop
length: 8 to 10 inches. Measures
approximately H 10.25 in x W 14.5 in x D 4.75
in.

Dooney & Bourke - R1124CA
Pebble Grain Cooper Hobo

Retail: $268.00

The Dooney and Bourke Pebble Grain Cooper
Hobo gives off an air of sophistication that you
would be remiss to pass up on. Features
include an adjustable single hand, magnetic
snap closure, two front zip pockets, metalplated logo, four feet, and gold tone hardware.
Inside features include a signature red lining,
back-wall zip and slip pocket, two front-wall
slip pockets, and a key hook. Strap drop
length: 8 to 10 inches. Measures
approximately H 10.25 in x W 14.5 in x D 4.75
in.

Dooney & Bourke - R1124EL
Pebble Grain Cooper Hobo

Retail: $268.00

The Dooney and Bourke Pebble Grain Cooper
Hobo gives off an air of sophistication that you
would be remiss to pass up on. Features include
an adjustable single hand, magnetic snap
closure, two front zip pockets, metal-plated
logo, four feet, and gold tone hardware. Inside
features include a signature red lining, back-wall
zip and slip pocket, two front-wall slip pockets,
and a key hook. Strap drop length: 8 to 10
inches. Measures approximately H 10.25 in x W
14.5 in x D 4.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R1124WH
Pebble Grain Cooper Hobo

Retail: $268.00

The Dooney and Bourke Pebble Grain Cooper
Hobo gives off an air of sophistication that you
would be remiss to pass up on. Features include
an adjustable single hand, magnetic snap
closure, two front zip pockets, metal-plated
logo, four feet, and gold tone hardware. Inside
features include a signature red lining, back-wall
zip and slip pocket, two front-wall slip pockets,
and a key hook. Strap drop length: 8 to 10
inches. Measures approximately H 10.25 in x W
14.5 in x D 4.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L0879CS
Florentine Large Dottie Crossbody

Retail: $288.00

With a polished gold ring, classic tassel and a
signature embossed logo, this flap crossbody
was designed with an all-American, preppy
spirit. Interior storage pockets keep you
organized and Florentine Italian leather offers a
smooth, luxurious foundation. Features include
two inside pockets, one inside zip pocket, cell
phone pocket, inside key hook, top flap closure,
and an adjustable strap. Strap drop length 22.5
inches. Measures H 10 in x W 10.25 in x D 4.25
in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L0879XD
Florentine Large Dottie Crossbody

Retail: $288.00

With a polished gold ring, classic tassel and a
signature embossed logo, this flap crossbody
was designed with an all-American, preppy
spirit. Interior storage pockets keep you
organized and Florentine Italian leather offers a
smooth, luxurious foundation. Features include
two inside pockets, one inside zip pocket, cell
phone pocket, inside key hook, top flap closure,
and an adjustable strap. Strap drop length 22.5
inches. Measures H 10 in x W 10.25 in x D 4.25
in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0776BOBS
Patterson Penelope

Retail: $288.00

The chic silhouette of Dooney's Penelope bag
gives it a style all its own. Bright pebbled
leather, biscuit tan trim and silver Palladium
hardware create a fresh take on a classic
Dooney look. Oversized buckles and grommets
on the handles are both fun and practical. Add a
Penelope to your wardrobe and prepare to turn
heads wherever you go. Features include two
inside pockets, one inside zip pocket, cell phone
pocket, inside key hook. Handle drop length 10
inches. Top zip closure. Lined. Feet. Measures L
11 in W 7 in H 11.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R1124MD
Pebble Grain Cooper Hobo

Retail: $268.00

The Dooney and Bourke Pebble Grain Cooper
Hobo gives off an air of sophistication that you
would be remiss to pass up on. Features
include an adjustable single hand, magnetic
snap closure, two front zip pockets, metalplated logo, four feet, and gold tone hardware.
Inside features include a signature red lining,
back-wall zip and slip pocket, two front-wall
slip pockets, and a key hook. Strap drop
length: 8 to 10 inches. Measures
approximately H 10.25 in x W 14.5 in x D 4.75
in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L0879BB
Florentine Large Dottie Crossbody

Retail: $288.00

With a polished gold ring, classic tassel and a
signature embossed logo, this flap crossbody
was designed with an all-American, preppy
spirit. Interior storage pockets keep you
organized and Florentine Italian leather offers
a smooth, luxurious foundation. Features
include two inside pockets, one inside zip
pocket, cell phone pocket, inside key hook, top
flap closure, and an adjustable strap. Strap
drop length 22.5 inches. Measures H 10 in x W
10.25 in x D 4.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L0879NA
Florentine Large Dottie Crossbody

Retail: $288.00

With a polished gold ring, classic tassel and a
signature embossed logo, this flap crossbody
was designed with an all-American, preppy
spirit. Interior storage pockets keep you
organized and Florentine Italian leather offers
a smooth, luxurious foundation. Features
include two inside pockets, one inside zip
pocket, cell phone pocket, inside key hook, top
flap closure, and an adjustable strap. Strap
drop length 22.5 inches. Measures H 10 in x W
10.25 in x D 4.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0776BLBS
Patterson Penelope

Retail: $288.00

The chic silhouette of Dooney's Penelope bag
gives it a style all its own. Bright pebbled
leather, biscuit tan trim and silver Palladium
hardware create a fresh take on a classic
Dooney look. Oversized buckles and grommets
on the handles are both fun and practical. Add
a Penelope to your wardrobe and prepare to
turn heads wherever you go. Features include
two inside pockets, one inside zip pocket, cell
phone pocket, inside key hook. Handle drop
length 10 inches. Top zip closure. Lined. Feet.
Measures L 11 in W 7 in H 11.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0776LEBS
Patterson Penelope

Retail: $288.00

The chic silhouette of Dooney's Penelope bag
gives it a style all its own. Bright pebbled
leather, biscuit tan trim and silver Palladium
hardware create a fresh take on a classic
Dooney look. Oversized buckles and grommets
on the handles are both fun and practical. Add
a Penelope to your wardrobe and prepare to
turn heads wherever you go. Features include
two inside pockets, one inside zip pocket, cell
phone pocket, inside key hook. Handle drop
length 10 inches. Top zip closure. Lined. Feet.
Measures L 11 in W 7 in H 11.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0776MDBS
Patterson Penelope

Retail: $288.00

The chic silhouette of Dooney's Penelope bag
gives it a style all its own. Bright pebbled
leather, biscuit tan trim and silver Palladium
hardware create a fresh take on a classic
Dooney look. Oversized buckles and grommets
on the handles are both fun and practical. Add a
Penelope to your wardrobe and prepare to turn
heads wherever you go. Features include two
inside pockets, one inside zip pocket, cell phone
pocket, inside key hook. Handle drop length 10
inches. Top zip closure. Lined. Feet. Measures L
11 in W 7 in H 11.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0776WHBS
Patterson Penelope

Retail: $288.00

The chic silhouette of Dooney's Penelope bag
gives it a style all its own. Bright pebbled
leather, biscuit tan trim and silver Palladium
hardware create a fresh take on a classic
Dooney look. Oversized buckles and grommets
on the handles are both fun and practical. Add a
Penelope to your wardrobe and prepare to turn
heads wherever you go. Features include two
inside pockets, one inside zip pocket, cell phone
pocket, inside key hook. Handle drop length 10
inches. Top zip closure. Lined. Feet. Measures L
11 in W 7 in H 11.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R027 CA
Pebble Grain Willa Zip Satchel

Retail: $288.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for its
rich texture and exceptionally durable
leather.Business meets pleasure in the Willa Zip
Satchel. Two large zippered pockets provide
storage for electronics and files, a spacious
center compartment provides more storage.
Open the side snaps and the bag expands even
more. Two zip closure pockets. One inside zip
pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Handle drop length 5 in. Strap
drop length 26.5 in. Lined. Feet. Magnetic snap
closure. Measures L 13.50 in. W 6 in. H 10.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R1382BL
Pebble Grain Medium Murphy Backpack

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0776TPBS
Patterson Penelope

Retail: $288.00

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0776XUBS
Patterson Penelope

Retail: $288.00

One outside zip pocket. Two outside pockets.
Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Lined. Magnetic snap and drawstring
closure. Measures H 10.5 in x W 6.5 in x L 9 in

Retail: $288.00
Dooney & Bourke - R1382BZ
Pebble Grain Medium Murphy Backpack

One outside zip pocket. Two outside pockets.
Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Lined. Magnetic snap and drawstring
closure. Measures H 10.5 in x W 6.5 in x L 9 in

Retail: $288.00

Dooney & Bourke - R1382CA
Pebble Grain Medium Murphy Backpack

Dooney & Bourke - R1382EL
Pebble Grain Medium Murphy Backpack

One outside zip pocket. Two outside pockets.
Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Lined. Magnetic snap and drawstring
closure. Measures H 10.5 in x W 6.5 in x L 9 in

Retail: $288.00

The chic silhouette of Dooney's Penelope bag
gives it a style all its own. Bright pebbled
leather, biscuit tan trim and silver Palladium
hardware create a fresh take on a classic
Dooney look. Oversized buckles and grommets
on the handles are both fun and practical. Add
a Penelope to your wardrobe and prepare to
turn heads wherever you go. Features include
two inside pockets, one inside zip pocket, cell
phone pocket, inside key hook. Handle drop
length 10 inches. Top zip closure. Lined. Feet.
Measures L 11 in W 7 in H 11.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R1382BB
Pebble Grain Medium Murphy Backpack

One outside zip pocket. Two outside pockets.
Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Lined. Magnetic snap and drawstring
closure. Measures H 10.5 in x W 6.5 in x L 9 in

Retail: $288.00

The chic silhouette of Dooney's Penelope bag
gives it a style all its own. Bright pebbled
leather, biscuit tan trim and silver Palladium
hardware create a fresh take on a classic
Dooney look. Oversized buckles and grommets
on the handles are both fun and practical. Add
a Penelope to your wardrobe and prepare to
turn heads wherever you go. Features include
two inside pockets, one inside zip pocket, cell
phone pocket, inside key hook. Handle drop
length 10 inches. Top zip closure. Lined. Feet.
Measures L 11 in W 7 in H 11.75 in.

One outside zip pocket. Two outside pockets.
Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Lined. Magnetic snap and drawstring
closure. Measures H 10.5 in x W 6.5 in x L 9 in

Retail: $288.00

Dooney & Bourke - R1382JD
Pebble Grain Medium Murphy Backpack

Dooney & Bourke - R1382LE
Pebble Grain Medium Murphy Backpack

One outside zip pocket. Two outside pockets.
Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Lined. Magnetic snap and drawstring
closure. Measures H 10.5 in x W 6.5 in x L 9 in

Retail: $288.00

One outside zip pocket. Two outside pockets.
Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Lined. Magnetic snap and drawstring
closure. Measures H 10.5 in x W 6.5 in x L 9 in

Retail: $288.00

Dooney & Bourke - R1382MD
Pebble Grain Medium Murphy Backpack

Dooney & Bourke - R1382WH
Pebble Grain Medium Murphy Backpack

One outside zip pocket. Two outside pockets.
Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside
key hook. Lined. Magnetic snap amd
drawstring closure. Measures H 10.5 in x W
6.5 in x L 9 in

One outside zip pocket. Two outside pockets.
Inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Lined. Magnetic snap anddrawstring
closure. Measures H 10.5 in x W 6.5 in x L 9 in

Retail: $288.00

Retail: $288.00

Dooney & Bourke - 8L1031BB
Florentine Amelie Tote

Retail: $298.00

The Florentine leather Amelie Tote features a
beautiful dog hook closure and removable
shoulder strap. A roomy silhouette and a
plethora of pockets create the perfect home for
your everyday essentials while keeping you in
sublime stand-out style. Interior features include
a zip pocket, 2 inside pockets, a cell phone
pocket and a key leash. When you set down
your bag there is no need to worry about the
bottom getting dirty with the metal feet
protecting your bag. Strap drop length is 22.5
inches. Handle drop length is 5 inches. Measures
H 8.5 in x W 10.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L1031NA
Florentine Amelie Tote

Retail: $298.00

The Florentine leather Amelie Tote features a
beautiful dog hook closure and removable
shoulder strap. A roomy silhouette and a
plethora of pockets create the perfect home for
your everyday essentials while keeping you in
sublime stand-out style. Interior features include
a zip pocket, 2 inside pockets, a cell phone
pocket and a key leash. When you set down
your bag there is no need to worry about the
bottom getting dirty with the metal feet
protecting your bag. Strap drop length is 22.5
inches. Handle drop length is 5 inches. Measures
H 8.5 in x W 10.

Dooney & Bourke - BBELV0882FGFG
Belvedere Logo Lock Shoulder Bag

Retail: $298.00

For a collection that goes seamlessly from work
to weekend, look no further than the luxurious
Belvedere Collection. Belvedere bags are crafted
from pebble grain leather that has been tumbled
to ensure softness. This particular collection
employs self- trim as a sophisticated alternative
to the traditional contrast trim.One inside
pocket. Three inside pockets. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Top dog hook closure. Strap
drop length 8 inches. Lined. Feet. Measures L
12.5 in W 6 in H 11 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L1031CS
Florentine Amelie Tote

Retail: $298.00

The Florentine leather Amelie Tote features a
beautiful dog hook closure and removable
shoulder strap. A roomy silhouette and a
plethora of pockets create the perfect home
for your everyday essentials while keeping you
in sublime stand-out style. Interior features
include a zip pocket, 2 inside pockets, a cell
phone pocket and a key leash. When you set
down your bag there is no need to worry
about the bottom getting dirty with the metal
feet protecting your bag. Strap drop length is
22.5 inches. Handle drop length is 5 inches.
Measures H 8.5 in x W 10.

Dooney & Bourke - BBELV0882BLBL
Belvedere Logo Lock Shoulder Bag

Retail: $298.00

For a collection that goes seamlessly from
work to weekend, look no further than the
luxurious Belvedere Collection. Belvedere bags
are crafted from pebble grain leather that has
been tumbled to ensure softness. This
particular collection employs self- trim as a
sophisticated alternative to the traditional
contrast trim.One inside pocket. Three inside
pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook.
Top dog hook closure. Strap drop length 8
inches. Lined. Feet. Measures L 12.5 in W 6 in
H 11 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BBELV0882MDMD
Belvedere Logo Lock Shoulder Bag

Retail: $298.00

For a collection that goes seamlessly from
work to weekend, look no further than the
luxurious Belvedere Collection. Belvedere bags
are crafted from pebble grain leather that has
been tumbled to ensure softness. This
particular collection employs self- trim as a
sophisticated alternative to the traditional
contrast trim.One inside pocket. Three inside
pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook.
Top dog hook closure. Strap drop length 8
inches. Lined. Feet. Measures L 12.5 in W 6 in
H 11 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BBELV0882RDRD
Belvedere Logo Lock Shoulder Bag

Retail: $298.00

For a collection that goes seamlessly from work
to weekend, look no further than the luxurious
Belvedere Collection. Belvedere bags are crafted
from pebble grain leather that has been tumbled
to ensure softness. This particular collection
employs self- trim as a sophisticated alternative
to the traditional contrast trim.One inside
pocket. Three inside pockets. Cell phone pocket.
Inside key hook. Top dog hook closure. Strap
drop length 8 inches. Lined. Feet. Measures L
12.5 in W 6 in H 11 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0816BLBS
Patterson Emily Tote

Retail: $298.00

Rich pebbled leather, saturated color and
functional style define Dooney's Emily Tote.
Contrasting leather shoulder straps feature beltlike buckles so you can customize the length to
fit you perfectly. The roomy interior is organized
for storage with a zippered center divider,
multiple side pockets and a secure magnetic
closure. Carry all of your essentials for work or
play in the chic and versatile Emily Tote.
Measures L 13 in W 6 in H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0816LEBS
Patterson Emily Tote

Retail: $298.00

Rich pebbled leather, saturated color and
functional style define Dooney's Emily Tote.
Contrasting leather shoulder straps feature beltlike buckles so you can customize the length to
fit you perfectly. The roomy interior is organized
for storage with a zippered center divider,
multiple side pockets and a secure magnetic
closure. Carry all of your essentials for work or
play in the chic and versatile Emily Tote.
Measures L 13 in W 6 in H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0816TPBS
Patterson Emily Tote

Retail: $298.00

Rich pebbled leather, saturated color and
functional style define Dooney's Emily Tote.
Contrasting leather shoulder straps feature beltlike buckles so you can customize the length to
fit you perfectly. The roomy interior is organized
for storage with a zippered center divider,
multiple side pockets and a secure magnetic
closure. Carry all of your essentials for work or
play in the chic and versatile Emily Tote.
Measures L 13 in W 6 in H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0816XUBS
Patterson Emily Tote

Retail: $298.00

Rich pebbled leather, saturated color and
functional style define Dooney's Emily Tote.
Contrasting leather shoulder straps feature beltlike buckles so you can customize the length to
fit you perfectly. The roomy interior is organized
for storage with a zippered center divider,
multiple side pockets and a secure magnetic
closure. Carry all of your essentials for work or
play in the chic and versatile Emily Tote.
Measures L 13 in W 6 in H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BBELV0882TPTP
Belvedere Logo Lock Shoulder Bag

Retail: $298.00

For a collection that goes seamlessly from
work to weekend, look no further than the
luxurious Belvedere Collection. Belvedere bags
are crafted from pebble grain leather that has
been tumbled to ensure softness. This
particular collection employs self- trim as a
sophisticated alternative to the traditional
contrast trim.One inside pocket. Three inside
pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook.
Top dog hook closure. Strap drop length 8
inches. Lined. Feet. Measures L 12.5 in W 6 in
H 11 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0816BOBS
Patterson Emily Tote

Retail: $298.00

Rich pebbled leather, saturated color and
functional style define Dooney's Emily Tote.
Contrasting leather shoulder straps feature
belt-like buckles so you can customize the
length to fit you perfectly. The roomy interior
is organized for storage with a zippered center
divider, multiple side pockets and a secure
magnetic closure. Carry all of your essentials
for work or play in the chic and versatile Emily
Tote. Measures L 13 in W 6 in H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0816MDBS
Patterson Emily Tote

Retail: $298.00

Rich pebbled leather, saturated color and
functional style define Dooney's Emily Tote.
Contrasting leather shoulder straps feature
belt-like buckles so you can customize the
length to fit you perfectly. The roomy interior
is organized for storage with a zippered center
divider, multiple side pockets and a secure
magnetic closure. Carry all of your essentials
for work or play in the chic and versatile Emily
Tote. Measures L 13 in W 6 in H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0816WHBS
Patterson Emily Tote

Retail: $298.00

Rich pebbled leather, saturated color and
functional style define Dooney's Emily Tote.
Contrasting leather shoulder straps feature
belt-like buckles so you can customize the
length to fit you perfectly. The roomy interior
is organized for storage with a zippered center
divider, multiple side pockets and a secure
magnetic closure. Carry all of your essentials
for work or play in the chic and versatile Emily
Tote. Measures L 13 in W 6 in H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - C0576NV
Getaway Cabriolet Weekender

Retail: $298.00

This lightweight bag features durable, classic
styling, and is roomy enough for a weekend
escape or even around town travel. Dooney's
Cabriolet cloth is stain-resistant, totally
waterproof, and virtually maintenance-free.
Features include two inside pockets, one inside
zip pocket, cell phone pocket, inside key hook,
zip closure, lined, feet. Strap drop length 4.25
inches. Handle drop length 8 inches.
Measures H 13.5 in x W 20 in x D 9 in.

Dooney & Bourke - C0576TN
Getaway Cabriolet Weekender

Retail: $298.00

This lightweight bag features durable, classic
styling, and is roomy enough for a weekend
escape or even around town travel. Dooney's
Cabriolet cloth is stain-resistant, totally
waterproof, and virtually maintenance-free.
Features include two inside pockets, one inside
zip pocket, cell phone pocket, inside key hook,
zip closure, lined, feet. Strap drop length 4.25
inches. Handle drop length 8 inches. Measures
H 13.5 in x W 20 in x D 9 in.

Dooney & Bourke - LF055BO
Claremont Dover Tote

Retail: $298.00

Clean lines and beautiful leather define the
Claremont Collection. Made of specially tanned
European hides, the leather has rich color,
subtle texture and a durable coated finish. One
inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone
pocket. Inside center zip compartment. Inside
key hook. Adjustable strap. Strap drop length:
11.75 in. Lined. Feet. Turn lock closure. H 11.5
in. W 6.75 in. L 12.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - LF055TP
Claremont Dover Tote

Retail: $298.00

Clean lines and beautiful leather define the
Claremont Collection. Made of specially tanned
European hides, the leather has rich color,
subtle texture and a durable coated finish. One
inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone
pocket. Inside center zip compartment. Inside
key hook. Adjustable strap. Strap drop length
11.75 in. Lined. Feet. Turn lock closure.
Measures H 11.5 in. W 6.75 in. L 12.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - LF062TP
Claremont Domed Satchel

Retail: $298.00

Clean lines and beautiful leather define the
Claremont Collection. Made of specially tanned
European hides, the leather has rich color,
subtle texture and a durable coated finish. One
inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone
pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable handle.
Handle drop length: 4 in. Adjustable, detachable
strap. Strap drop length 25 in. Lined. Feet.
Zipper closure. H 11 in. W 6.5 in. L 12.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R236 BL
Pebble Grain Chelsea Shopper

Retail: $298.00

The Pebble Leather Collection blends the
essential functionality with a distinct classic
style. A beautiful, classic shopper in rich, supple,
softly pebbled leather. Two inside pockets.
Inside zip pocket. Center zip divider pocket. Cell
phone pocket. Inside key hook. Handle drop
length: 5 in. Strap drop length: 9 in. Adjustable
strap. Lined. Feet. Magnetic closure. L 13 in. W
6.5 in. H 11.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - LF055BL
Claremont Dover Tote

Retail: $298.00

Clean lines and beautiful leather define the
Claremont Collection. Made of specially tanned
European hides, the leather has rich color,
subtle texture and a durable coated finish.One
inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell
phone pocket. Inside center zip compartment.
Inside key hook. Adjustable strap. Strap drop
length: 11.75 in. Lined. Feet. Turn lock
closure. H 11.5 in. W 6.75 in. L 12.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - LF055RD
Claremont Dover Tote

Retail: $298.00

Clean lines and beautiful leather define the
Claremont Collection. Made of specially tanned
European hides, the leather has rich color,
subtle texture and a durable coated finish.
One inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell
phone pocket. Inside center zip compartment.
Inside key hook. Adjustable strap. Strap drop
length: 11.75 in. Lined. Feet. Turn lock
closure. H 11.5 in. W 6.75 in. L 12.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - LF062BO
Claremont Domed Satchel

Retail: $298.00

Clean lines and beautiful leather define the
Claremont Collection. Made of specially tanned
European hides, the leather has rich color,
subtle texture and a durable coated finish.
Smooth vacchetta leather trim and a modern
logo update this classic Domed Satchel. Wear
it to work or a night on the town - either way,
it's an outfit maker. One inside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Adjustable handle. Handle drop length:
4 in. Adjustable, detachable strap. Strap drop
length: 25 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure.

Dooney & Bourke - R236 BB
Pebble Grain Chelsea Shopper

Retail: $298.00

The Pebble Grain Collection is renowned for
the rich texture and exceptional durability of
its leather. Designed to be easily worn over
the shoulder and crafted with a roomy interior,
this tote is the perfect companion for wherever
your life takes you.Two inside pockets. Inside
zip pocket. Center zip divider pocket. Cell
phone pocket. Inside key hook. Handle drop
length: 5 in. Strap drop length: 9 in.
Adjustable strap. Lined. Feet. Magnetic
closure. H 11.5 in. W 6.5 in. L 13 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L977BB
Florentine Medium Pocket Satchel

Retail: $318.00

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a
cool, laid back sense of style with elements of
classic sophistication, for an effortless look
that is timeless and very chic. Red cotton lining
edged in green suede. One outside snap
pocket. One outside pocket. Two inside
pocket. One inside zip pocket. Cell phone
pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable,
detachable strap. Handle drop length 4.25 in.
Strap drop length: 24.5 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper
closure. L 11 in. W 5 in. H 8.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L977CS
Florentine Medium Pocket Satchel

Retail: $318.00

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a cool,
laid back sense of style with elements of classic
sophistication, for an effortless look that is
timeless and very chic. Red cotton lining edged
in green suede. One outside snap pocket. One
outside pocket. Two inside pocket. One inside
zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook.
Adjustable, detachable strap. Handle drop length
4.25 in. Strap drop length: 24.5 in. Lined. Feet.
Zipper closure. L 11 in. W 5 in. H 8.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L979BB
Florentine Mini Satchel

Retail: $318.00

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a cool,
laid back sense of style with elements of classic
sophistication, for an effortless look that is
timeless and very chic. Red cotton lining edged
in green suede. Zipper closure. Lined with feet.
One inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell
phone pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable,
detachable strap drop: 19 in. L 11.75 in. W 6.25
in. H 6.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L979NA
Florentine Mini Satchel

Retail: $318.00

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a cool,
laid back sense of style with elements of classic
sophistication, for an effortless look that is
timeless and very chic. Red cotton lining edged
in green suede. Zipper closure. Lined with feet.
One inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell
phone pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable,
detachable strap drop: 19 in. L 11.75 in. W 6.25
in. H 6.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0781WHSET
Patterson Paige Sac and Continental Clutch

Retail: $326.00

Pebbled leather, bright colors and easygoing
style are a winning combination in Dooney's
Paige Sac. The smooth leather strap features a
belt-like buckle that adds a fun design element
and also guarantees a customized fit. A tassel
zipper closure keeps bag contents secure and
brass feet protect its undersides. The cottonlined interior includes plenty of storage space
with four pockets and a key hook. With its
classic hobo shape and functional design, the
Paige is a great bag for workdays, weekends
and wherever life takes you. Measures L 11.5 in.
W 6 in.

Dooney & Bourke - LJ034NA
City Small Barlow

Retail: $328.00

Made of supple leather with a beautiful matte
finish, the bags combine the best of both satchel
and bucket styles. Soft pleats, rolled top handles
and structured shapes add ladylike chic, while
divided interiors with magnetic closures and
detachable straps add casual convenience.Two
outside pockets. One inside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. One inside credit card slot. Cell
phone pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable
shoulder strap. Handle drop length: 4.5 in. Strap
drop length: 18 in. Lined. Feet. Snap closure. H
9.5 in. W 5 in. L 10 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L977NA
Florentine Medium Pocket Satchel

Retail: $318.00

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a
cool, laid back sense of style with elements of
classic sophistication, for an effortless look
that is timeless and very chic. Red cotton lining
edged in green suede. One outside snap
pocket. One outside pocket. Two inside
pocket. One inside zip pocket. Cell phone
pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable,
detachable strap. Handle drop length 4.25 in.
Strap drop length: 24.5 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper
closure. L 11 in. W 5 in. H 8.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L979CS
Florentine Mini Satchel

Retail: $318.00

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a
cool, laid back sense of style with elements of
classic sophistication, for an effortless look
that is timeless and very chic. Red cotton lining
edged in green suede. Zipper closure. Lined
with feet. One inside zip pocket. Two inside
pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook.
Adjustable, detachable strap drop: 19 in. L
11.75 in. W 6.25 in. H 6.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0781TPSET
Patterson Paige Sac and Continental Clutch

Retail: $326.00

Pebbled leather, bright colors and easygoing
style are a winning combination in Dooney's
Paige Sac. The smooth leather strap features a
belt-like buckle that adds a fun design element
and also guarantees a customized fit. A tassel
zipper closure keeps bag contents secure and
brass feet protect its undersides. The cottonlined interior includes plenty of storage space
with four pockets and a key hook. With its
classic hobo shape and functional design, the
Paige is a great bag for workdays, weekends
and wherever life takes you. Measures L 11.5
in. W 6 in.

Dooney & Bourke - LJ034BL
City Small Barlow

Retail: $328.00

Made of supple leather with a beautiful matte
finish, the bags combine the best of both
satchel and bucket styles. Soft pleats, rolled
top handles and structured shapes add ladylike
chic, while divided interiors with magnetic
closures and detachable straps add casual
convenience.Two outside pockets. One inside
zip pocket. Two inside pockets. One inside
credit card slot. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Adjustable shoulder strap. Handle drop
length: 4.5 in. Strap drop length: 18 in. Lined.
Feet. Snap closure. H 9.5 in. W 5 in. L 10 in.

Dooney & Bourke - LJ034TP
City Small Barlow

Retail: $328.00

Made of supple leather with a beautiful matte
finish, the bags combine the best of both
satchel and bucket styles. Soft pleats, rolled
top handles and structured shapes add ladylike
chic, while divided interiors with magnetic
closures and detachable straps add casual
convenience.Two outside pockets. One inside
zip pocket. Two inside pockets. One inside
credit card slot. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Adjustable shoulder strap. Handle drop
length: 4.5 in. Strap drop length: 18 in. Lined.
Feet. Snap closure. H 9.5 in. W 5 in. L 10 in.

Dooney & Bourke - EG157J7
Montecito Briana Bag

Retail: $398.00

Sturdy Vacchetta leather forms a collection that
pairs the effortless elegance of equestrian style
with an air of contemporary flair for a positively
stunning result. Timeless, classic shapes are of the moment - with crisp raw edges, gilded
logo lettering and fittings, and the surprise of a
bold contrasting color interior. Double sided
leather. Adjustable strap. Feet. Pouch with
zipper closure. Strap drop length: 10.5 in. H
11.5 in. W 6.5 in. L 12.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L1038BB
Florentine Large Amelie Shoulder Bag

Retail: $348.00

The Florentine Classic Large Amelie Shoulder
Bag is a quintessential part of your sophisticated
wardrobe. Made of genuine Florentine Vacchetta
leather. Dual rolled shoulder straps. Open
construction with a clasp closure. Interior
features a zip pocket, slip pocket, and key leash.
Metal feet to protect bottom of bag. Handle drop
length: 10 inches. Measures H 10 in x W 13 in x
D 6 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L1038NA
Florentine Large Amelie Shoulder Bag

Retail: $348.00

The Florentine Classic Large Amelie Shoulder
Bag is a quintessential part of your sophisticated
wardrobe. Made of genuine Florentine Vacchetta
leather. Dual rolled shoulder straps. Open
construction with a clasp closure. Interior
features a zip pocket, slip pocket, and key leash.
Metal feet to protect bottom of bag. Handle drop
length: 10 inches. Measures H 10 in x W 13 in x
D 6 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L238CS
Florentine Brooklyn Briefcase

Retail: $348.00

Supple Florentine leather has the look and feel
of fine saddlery and, like saddle leather, it
develops a rich patina over time. Pairing
timeless styling with modern functionality, this
messenger is big enough for all your workday
essentials, but streamlined enough to make the
perfect style statement. Features: outside zip
pocket,outside pocket with loop closure, inside
full zipper pocket, one inside snap pocket,
padded computer sleeve, two inside pockets,
two pen pockets, zipper closure, lined.
Adjustable, detachable twill strap.

Dooney & Bourke - SU343BBSET
Saffiano Zip Zip Satchel and Large Zip Around (2 pcs)

Retail: $366.00

A beautiful set of Dooney's Saffiano Collection.
The Saffiano Zip Zip Satchel and Large Zip
Around wallet. Satchel: Two inside pockets. One
inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Handle drop length: 4 in. Strap drop
length: 15.5 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure. L 12
in. W 5.25 in. H 9.75 in. Clutch: Three
compartments. One zip compartment. Twelve
credit card slots. Lined. L 7.75 in. W 1 in. H 4 in.

Dooney & Bourke - EG157KG
Montecito Briana Bag

Retail: $398.00

Sturdy Vacchetta leather forms a collection
that pairs the effortless elegance of equestrian
style with an air of contemporary flair for a
positively stunning result. Timeless, classic
shapes are - of the moment - with crisp raw
edges, gilded logo lettering and fittings, and
the surprise of a bold contrasting color interior.
Double sided leather. Adjustable strap. Feet.
Pouch with zipper closure. Strap drop length:
10.5 in. H 11.5 in. W 6.5 in. L 12.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L1038CS
Florentine Large Amelie Shoulder Bag

Retail: $348.00

The Florentine Classic Large Amelie Shoulder
Bag is a quintessential part of your
sophisticated wardrobe. Made of genuine
Florentine Vacchetta leather. Dual rolled
shoulder straps. Open construction with a
clasp closure. Interior features a zip pocket,
slip pocket, and key leash. Metal feet to
protect bottom of bag. Handle drop length: 10
inches. Measures H 10 in x W 13 in x D 6 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L238BB
Florentine Brooklyn Briefcase

Retail: $348.00

Supple Florentine leather has the look and feel
of fine saddlery and, like saddle leather, it
develops a rich patina over time. Pairing
timeless styling with modern functionality, this
messenger is big enough for all your workday
essentials, but streamlined enough to make
the perfect style statement. Features: outside
zip pocket,outside pocket with loop closure,
inside full zipper pocket, one inside snap
pocket, padded computer sleeve, two inside
pockets, two pen pockets, zipper closure,
lined. Adjustable, detachable twill strap.

Dooney & Bourke - C576 BB
Cabriolet Weekender

Retail: $358.00

Travel in style with this wonderful and
fabulous classic cabriolet fabric weekender
duffle in sturdy, yet lightweight, cabriolet
fabric. Zipper closure. Sturdy, double handles:
4 in. drop. Adjustable, fabric strap: 15 in. drop.
Feet. Red cotton lining. Inside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. Inside key hook. L 21 in. W 9
in. H 14 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L0882BB
Florentine Logo Lock Shoulder Bag

Retail: $368.00

The Logo Lock Shoulder Bag owes its soft,
slouchy shape and understated style to natural
Florentine leather. A gold plated closure keeps
contents secure, a wide shoulder strap
guarantees comfort and a roomy interior
provides great storage space. Both casual and
chic, this bag will take you from workday
lunches to Sunday brunches with ease.
Features include one inside zip pocket, three
inside pockets, cell phone pocket, inside key
hook, and top dog hook closure. Strap drop
length 8 inches. Lined. Feet. Measures L 12.5
in W 6 in H 11 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L0882CS
Florentine Logo Lock Shoulder Bag

Retail: $368.00

The Logo Lock Shoulder Bag owes its soft,
slouchy shape and understated style to natural
Florentine leather. A gold plated closure keeps
contents secure, a wide shoulder strap
guarantees comfort and a roomy interior
provides great storage space. Both casual and
chic, this bag will take you from workday
lunches to Sunday brunches with ease. Features
include one inside zip pocket, three inside
pockets, cell phone pocket, inside key hook,
and top dog hook closure. Strap drop length 8
inches. Lined. Feet. Measures L 12.5 in W 6 in H
11 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L0882XD
Florentine Logo Lock Shoulder Bag

Retail: $368.00

The Logo Lock Shoulder Bag owes its soft,
slouchy shape and understated style to natural
Florentine leather. A gold plated closure keeps
contents secure, a wide shoulder strap
guarantees comfort and a roomy interior
provides great storage space. Both casual and
chic, this bag will take you from workday
lunches to Sunday brunches with ease. Features
include one inside zip pocket, three inside
pockets, cell phone pocket, inside key hook,
and top dog hook closure. Strap drop length 8
inches. Lined. Feet. Measures L 12.5 in W 6 in H
11 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L0886CS
Florentine Logo Lock Tote

Retail: $368.00

Soft, supple Florentine Vacchetta has the look
and feel of fine saddlery leather. And like
saddles, these bags develop an even richer
patina with time and use. Matte finished
hardware adds authenticity to the vintage style
of the collection.Dooney's Florentine Collection
combines a cool, laid back sense of style with
elements of classic sophistication, for an
effortless look that is timeless and very chic.
One outside pocket. One inside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. One front pocket. Cell phone
pocket. Inside key hook. Top dog hook closure.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L0886XD
Florentine Logo Lock Tote

Retail: $368.00

Soft, supple Florentine Vacchetta has the look
and feel of fine saddlery leather. And like
saddles, these bags develop an even richer
patina with time and use. Matte finished
hardware adds authenticity to the vintage style
of the collection.Dooney's Florentine Collection
combines a cool, laid back sense of style with
elements of classic sophistication, for an
effortless look that is timeless and very chic.
One outside pocket. One inside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. One front pocket. Cell phone
pocket. Inside key hook. Top dog hook closure.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L266CS
Florentine Bristol Satchel

Retail: $368.00

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a cool,
laid back sense of style with elements of classic
sophistication, for an effortless look that is
timeless and very chic. One outside pocket. One
inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone
pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable, detachable
strap. Handle drop length: 3.5 in. Strap drop
length: 13.5 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure. L 12
in. W 7.25 in. H 9.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L0882NA
Florentine Logo Lock Shoulder Bag

Retail: $368.00

The Logo Lock Shoulder Bag owes its soft,
slouchy shape and understated style to natural
Florentine leather. A gold plated closure keeps
contents secure, a wide shoulder strap
guarantees comfort and a roomy interior
provides great storage space. Both casual and
chic, this bag will take you from workday
lunches to Sunday brunches with ease.
Features include one inside zip pocket, three
inside pockets, cell phone pocket, inside key
hook, and top dog hook closure. Strap drop
length 8 inches. Lined. Feet. Measures L 12.5
in W 6 in H 11 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L0886BB
Florentine Logo Lock Tote

Retail: $368.00

Soft, supple Florentine Vacchetta has the look
and feel of fine saddlery leather. And like
saddles, these bags develop an even richer
patina with time and use. Matte finished
hardware adds authenticity to the vintage style
of the collection.Dooney's Florentine Collection
combines a cool, laid back sense of style with
elements of classic sophistication, for an
effortless look that is timeless and very chic.
One outside pocket. One inside zip pocket.
Two inside pockets. One front pocket. Cell
phone pocket. Inside key hook. Top dog hook
closure.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L0886NA
Florentine Logo Lock Tote

Retail: $368.00

Soft, supple Florentine Vacchetta has the look
and feel of fine saddlery leather. And like
saddles, these bags develop an even richer
patina with time and use. Matte finished
hardware adds authenticity to the vintage style
of the collection.Dooney's Florentine Collection
combines a cool, laid back sense of style with
elements of classic sophistication, for an
effortless look that is timeless and very chic.
One outside pocket. One inside zip pocket.
Two inside pockets. One front pocket. Cell
phone pocket. Inside key hook. Top dog hook
closure.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L266BB
Florentine Bristol Satchel

Retail: $368.00

Dooney's Florentine Collection are made of
sumptuous, supple Italian leather. Timeless
silhouettes accented with meticulously
handcrafted artisan details for a look of casual
sophistication. One outside pocket. One inside
zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone
pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable,
detachable strap. Handle drop length: 3.5 in.
Strap drop length: 13.5 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper
closure. L 12 in. W 7.25 in. H 9.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L266NA
Florentine Bristol Satchel

Retail: $368.00

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a
cool, laid back sense of style with elements of
classic sophistication, for an effortless look
that is timeless and very chic. One outside
pocket. One inside zip pocket. Two inside
pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook.
Adjustable, detachable strap. Handle drop
length: 3.5 in. Strap drop length: 13.5 in.
Lined. Feet. Zipper closure. L 12 in. W 7.25 in.
H 9.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L980BB
Florentine Small Satchel

Retail: $368.00

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a cool,
laid back sense of style with elements of classic
sophistication, for an effortless look that is
timeless and very chic. Red cotton lining edged
in green suede. Double handles with 4.5 in.
drop. Fold-over zipper closure. Lined with feet.
One inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell
phone pocket. Detachable strap drop: 19 in. L
13 in. W 5.75 in. H 8 in.

Dooney & Bourke - LJ039BL
City Large Barlow

Retail: $368.00

Made of supple leather with a beautiful matte
finish, the bags combine the best of both satchel
and bucket styles. Soft pleats, rolled top handles
and structured shapes add ladylike chic, while
divided interiors with magnetic closures and
detachable straps add casual convenience.Two
outside pockets. One inside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. One inside credit card slot. Cell
phone pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable
shoulder strap. Handle drop length: 5 in. Strap
drop length 18 in. Lined. Feet. Snap closure. H
10.25 in x W 6 in x L 12.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - LJ039TP
City Large Barlow

Retail: $368.00

Made of supple leather with a beautiful matte
finish, the bags combine the best of both satchel
and bucket styles. Soft pleats, rolled top handles
and structured shapes add ladylike chic, while
divided interiors with magnetic closures and
detachable straps add casual convenience.Two
outside pockets. One inside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. One inside credit card slot. Cell
phone pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable
shoulder strap. Handle drop length: 5 in. Strap
drop length 18 in. Lined. Feet. Snap closure. H
10.25 in x W 6 in x L 12.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - LJ044NA
City Flynn

Retail: $368.00

Made of supple leather with a beautiful matte
finish, the bags combine the best of both satchel
and bucket styles. Soft pleats, rolled top handles
and structured shapes add ladylike chic, while
divided interiors with magnetic closures and
detachable straps add casual convenience.Two
outside pockets. One inside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. One inside credit card slot. Cell
phone pocket. Inside key hook. Strap drop
length: 12 in. Lined. Feet. Snap closure. H 11 in
x W 6 in x L 12.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - EG159KG
Montecito Lilliana

Retail: $448.00

Sturdy Vacchetta leather forms a collection that
pairs the effortless elegance of equestrian style
with an air of contemporary flair for a positively
stunning result. Timeless, classic shapes are of the moment - with crisp raw edges, gilded
logo lettering and fittings, and the surprise of a
bold contrasting color interior. Double sided
leather. Adjustable strap. Feet. Handle drop
length: 4.5 in. Strap drop length: 11 in. H 11.5
in. W 5 in. L 11.25 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L980NA
Florentine Small Satchel

Retail: $368.00

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a
cool, laid back sense of style with elements of
classic sophistication, for an effortless look
that is timeless and very chic. Red cotton lining
edged in green suede. Double handles with 4.5
in. drop. Fold-over zipper closure. Lined with
feet. One inside zip pocket. Two inside
pockets. Cell phone pocket. Detachable strap
drop: 19 in. L 13 in. W 5.75 in. H 8 in.

Dooney & Bourke - LJ039NA
City Large Barlow

Retail: $368.00

Made of supple leather with a beautiful matte
finish, the bags combine the best of both
satchel and bucket styles. Soft pleats, rolled
top handles and structured shapes add ladylike
chic, while divided interiors with magnetic
closures and detachable straps add casual
convenience.Two outside pockets. One inside
zip pocket. Two inside pockets. One inside
credit card slot. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Adjustable shoulder strap. Handle drop
length: 5 in. Strap drop length 18 in. Lined.
Feet. Snap closure. H 10.25 in x W 6 in x L
12.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - LJ044BL
City Flynn

Retail: $368.00

Made of supple leather with a beautiful matte
finish, the bags combine the best of both
satchel and bucket styles. Soft pleats, rolled
top handles and structured shapes add ladylike
chic, while divided interiors with magnetic
closures and detachable straps add casual
convenience.Two outside pockets. One inside
zip pocket. Two inside pockets. One inside
credit card slot. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Strap drop length: 12 in. Lined. Feet.
Snap closure. H 11 in x W 6 in x L 12.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - LJ044TP
City Flynn

Retail: $368.00

Made of supple leather with a beautiful matte
finish, the bags combine the best of both
satchel and bucket styles. Soft pleats, rolled
top handles and structured shapes add ladylike
chic, while divided interiors with magnetic
closures and detachable straps add casual
convenience.Two outside pockets. One inside
zip pocket. Two inside pockets. One inside
credit card slot. Cell phone pocket. Inside key
hook. Strap drop length: 12 in. Lined. Feet.
Snap closure. H 11 in x W 6 in x L 12.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R0951BBSET
Pebble Grain East West Shopper and Continental Clutch

Retail: $396.00

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has
a distinctive texture that holds up beautifully
to everyday wear and tear. The Pebble Grain
East West Shopper has two inside pockets, an
inside zip pocket, a cell phone pocket, an
inside key hook, and an adjustable handle.
Handle drop length 9 in. Lined. Magnetic Snap
closure. Feet. Measures L 12.5 in. W 7 in. H
11.5 in. Paired perfectly with the Continental
Clutch.

Dooney & Bourke - R0951BLSET
Pebble Grain East West Shopper and Tech Top Zip Pouch

Retail: $386.00

It's easy to be prepared thanks to the Pebble
Grain East West Shopper and Tech Top Zip
Pouch Set! You'll love the contrasting shoulder
straps with adjustable buckle accents on the
Shopper that give this structured piece a
modern look. Features of the Shopper include
two adjustable handles, magnetic snap closure,
metal-plated logo, four bottom feet, Dooney's
signature red lining, and plenty of pockets to
help keep things organized. Plus, there's plenty
of space inside so you can tote your essentials
with ease no matter where your day takes you.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L243BB
Florentine Bowler Duffle

Dooney & Bourke - R0951CASET
Pebble Grain East West Shopper and Continental Clutch

Retail: $396.00

Dooney & Bourke - 8L698BB
Florentine Domed Buckle Satchel

Supple Florentine leather has the look and feel
of fine saddlery and, like saddle leather, it
develops a rich patina over time. The Bowler
Duffle is a fresh take on classic 1950s luggage.
Features: one inside zip zip pocket, three inside
pockets, handle drop length 8 inches, zipper
closure, lined, feet. Measures H 12 in x W 21.5
in x D 8 in.

Retail: $398.00

Retail: $398.00

Dooney & Bourke - 8L698NA
Florentine Domed Buckle Satchel

Retail: $398.00

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a cool,
laid back sense of style with elements of classic
sophistication, for an effortless look that is
timeless and very chic. Red cotton lining edged
in green suede. Double handles with 8 in. drop.
Outside back pocket. Zipper closure. Lined with
Feet. One inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets.
Cell phone pocket. L 15 in. W 6.5 in. H 12 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L940CS
Florentine Medium Satchel

Retail: $398.00

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a cool,
laid back sense of style with elements of classic
sophistication, for an effortless look that is
timeless and very chic. Red cotton lining edged
in green suede. One inside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Adjustable,
detachable Strap. Handle drop length: 4.5 in.
Strap drop length: 23 in. Zipper closure. Lined.
Feet. L 15 in W 6.5 in. H 9.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L940XD
Florentine Satchel

Retail: $398.00

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a cool,
laid back sense of style with elements of classic
sophistication, for an effortless look that is
timeless and very chic. Red cotton lining edged
in green suede. Double handles with 4.5 in.
drop. Fold-over zipper closure. Lined with Feet.
One inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell
phone pocket. Detachable strap drop: 18 in. L
15 in. W 6.5 in. H 9.5 in.

This longstanding collection is one of Dooney's
most popular. The pebble grained leather has
a distinctive texture that holds up beautifully to
everyday wear and tear. The Pebble Grain
East West Shopper has two inside pockets, an
inside zip pocket, a cell phone pocket, an
inside key hook, and an adjustable handle.
Handle drop length 9 in. Lined. Magnetic Snap
closure. Feet. Measures L 12.5 in. W 7 in. H
11.5 in. Paired perfectly with the Continental
Clutch.

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a
cool, laid back sense of style with elements of
classic sophistication, for an effortless look
that is timeless and very chic. Red cotton lining
edged in green suede. Double handles with 8
in. drop. Outside back pocket. Zipper closure.
Lined with Feet. One inside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. L 15 in. W
6.5 in. H 12 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L940BB
Florentine Satchel

Retail: $398.00

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a
cool, laid back sense of style with elements of
classic sophistication, for an effortless look
that is timeless and very chic. Red cotton lining
edged in green suede. Double handles with 4.5
in. drop. Fold-over zipper closure. Lined with
Feet. One inside zip pocket. Two inside
pockets. Cell phone pocket. Detachable strap
drop: 18 in. L 15 in. W 6.5 in. H 9.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L940NA
Florentine Satchel

Retail: $398.00

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a
cool, laid back sense of style with elements of
classic sophistication, for an effortless look
that is timeless and very chic. Red cotton lining
edged in green suede. One inside zip pocket.
Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket.
Adjustable, detachable Strap. Handle drop
length: 4.5 in. Strap drop length: 23 in. Zipper
closure. Lined. Feet. L 15 in. W 6.5 in. H 9.5
in.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0816BLSET
Patterson Emily Tote and Continental Clutch

Retail: $426.00

Rich pebbled leather, saturated color and
functional style define Dooney's Emily Tote.
Contrasting leather shoulder straps feature
belt-like buckles so you can customize the
length to fit you perfectly. The roomy interior
is organized for storage with a zippered center
divider, multiple side pockets and a secure
magnetic closure. Carry all of your essentials
for work or play in the chic and versatile Emily
Tote. Paired perfectly with the Patterson
Continental Clutch.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0816TPSET
Patterson Emily Tote and Continental Clutch

Retail: $426.00

Rich pebbled leather, saturated color and
functional style define Dooney's Emily Tote.
Contrasting leather shoulder straps feature beltlike buckles so you can customize the length to
fit you perfectly. The roomy interior is organized
for storage with a zippered center divider,
multiple side pockets and a secure magnetic
closure. Carry all of your essentials for work or
play in the chic and versatile Emily Tote. Paired
perfectly with the Patterson Continental Clutch.

Dooney & Bourke - 8L762CS
Florentine Hunter Messenger

Retail: $448.00

Pairing timeless styling with modern
functionality, this messenger is big enough for
all your workday essentials, but streamlined
enough to make the perfect style statement.
Stay organized with an inside zip pocket,
multifunctional pockets, and a laptop
compartment. Other features include an
adjustable strap, lined, feet, handle drop length
7.75 inches, strap drop length 25 inches, and a
magnetic snap flap closure. Measures H 12 in x
W 16 in x D 5.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - LF055BLSET
Claremont Dover Tote and Zip Clutch Set

Retail: $456.00

A modern set of Dooney's Claremont Collection.
Claremont Dover Tote and Zip Clutch. Clean
lines and beautiful leather define the Claremont
Collection. Tote: One inside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside center
zip compartment. Inside key hook. Adjustable
strap. Strap drop length: 11.75 in. Lined. Feet.
Turn lock closure. H 11.5 in. W 6.75 in. L 12.5
in. Clutch: Two inside compartments. One inside
zip compartment. Eight credit card slots. Lined.
Zipper closure. H 3.75 in. W 1 in. L 7.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R1382BLSET
Pebble Grain Medium Murphy Backpack and Janine Crossbody

Retail: $456.00

Be ready to take on the day or night with this
Pebble Grain Medium Murphy Backpack and
Janine Crossbody Set. The Medium Murphy
Backpack is great for running errands around
town. Pairing a flap-over opening with a
magnetic snap and drawstring closure along two
adjustable straps, its a functional way to flaunt
the current fashion. Other features include one
outside zip pocket. two outside pockets, an
inside zip pocket, and a cell phone pocket.

Dooney & Bourke - 1C576BL
Croco Weekender

Dooney & Bourke - 8L762BL
Florentine Hunter Messenger

Retail: $448.00

Dooney & Bourke - FA576BB
Pebble Grain Weekender

Travel in style! Gorgeous, weekender duffle in
rich, supple pebble grain leather. Zipper
closure. Sturdy, double handles: 4 in. drop.
Adjustable, fabric strap: 15 in. drop. Feet. Red
cotton lining. Inside zip pocket. Two inside
pockets. Inside key hook. L 21 in. W 9 in. H 14
in.

Retail: $450.00
Dooney & Bourke - LF055TPSET
Claremont Dover Tote and Zip Clutch Set

Retail: $456.00

Clean lines and beautiful leather define the
Claremont Collection. Made of specially tanned
European hides, the leather has rich color,
subtle texture and a durable coated finish.
Bag has one inside zip pocket. Two inside
pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside center zip
compartment. Inside key hook. Adjustable
strap. Strap drop length 11.75 in. Lined. Feet.
Turn lock closure. H 11.5 in. W 6.75 in. L
12.5 in. Clutch has two inside compartments.
One inside zip compartment. Eight credit card
slots. Lined. Zipper closure. H 3.75 in. W 1 in.
L 7.75 in.

Dooney & Bourke - R1382ELSET
Pebble Grain Medium Murphy Backpack and Janine Crossbody

Retail: $456.00

Be ready to take on the day or night with this
Pebble Grain Medium Murphy Backpack and
Janine Crossbody Set. The Medium Murphy
Backpack is great for running errands around
town. Pairing a flap-over opening with a
magnetic snap and drawstring closure along
two adjustable straps, its a functional way to
flaunt the current fashion. Other features
include one outside zip pocket. two outside
pockets, an inside zip pocket, and a cell
phone pocket.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0836BLSET
Patterson Emily Tote and Lani Crossbody Set

The sophisticated silhouettes in the Croco
Collection are transformed with exotic beauty
when fine leather is embossed with an exclusive
Crocodile print. Zipper closure. Sturdy, double
handles: 4 in. drop. Adjustable, fabric strap: 15
in. drop. Feet. Red cotton lining. Inside zip
pocket. Two inside pockets. Inside key hook. L
21 in. W 9 in. H 14 in.

Retail: $475.00

Pairing timeless styling with modern
functionality, this messenger is big enough for
all your workday essentials, but streamlined
enough to make the perfect style statement.
Stay organized with an inside zip pocket,
multifunctional pockets, and a laptop
compartment. Other features include an
adjustable strap, lined, feet, handle drop
length 7.75 inches, strap drop length 25
inches, and a magnetic snap flap closure.
Measures H 12 in x W 16 in x D 5.5 in.

Retail: $526.00

The Patterson Emily Tote and Lani Crossbody
Set is perfect for all occasions. With this set
you get the Emily Tote which has leather
shoulder straps that feature belt-like buckles
so you can customize the length to fit you
perfectly. The roomy interior is organized for
storage with a zippered center divider, multiple
side pockets and a secure magnetic closure.
Carry all of your essentials for work or play in
the chic and versatile Emily Tote. Grab the
Lani Crossbody and add stylish flair to any
ensemble.

Dooney & Bourke - BPTSN0836TPSET
Patterson Emily Tote and Lani Crossbody Set

Retail: $526.00

The Patterson Emily Tote and Lani Crossbody
Set is perfect for all occasions. With this set you
get the Emily Tote which has leather shoulder
straps that feature belt-like buckles so you can
customize the length to fit you perfectly. The
roomy interior is organized for storage with a
zippered center divider, multiple side pockets
and a secure magnetic closure. Carry all of your
essentials for work or play in the chic and
versatile Emily Tote. Grab the Lani Crossbody
and add stylish flair to any ensemble.

Dooney & Bourke - LJ039TPSET
City Large Barlow and Zip Clutch (2pcs)

Retail: $526.00

Made of supple leather with a beautiful matte
finish, the City Collection offers modern
elegance.Two outside pockets. One inside zip
pocket. Two inside pockets. One inside credit
card slot. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook.
Adjustable shoulder strap. Handle drop length: 5
in. Strap drop length 18 in. Lined. Feet. Snap
closure. H 10.25 in x W 6 in x L 12.5 in Clutch Two compartments. One zip compartment. Eight
credit card slots. Lined. Zipper closure. Clutch- H
3.75 in W 1 in L 7.75

Dooney & Bourke - 8L02ABB
Florentine Medium Duffle

Retail: $548.00

Supple Florentine leather has the look and feel
of fine saddlery and, like saddle leather, it
develops a rich patina over time. This bag
features durable, classic styling, and is roomy
enough for a weekend escape or even around
town travel. Features include an outside zip
pocket, an inside zip pocket, a cell phone
pocket, feet, zipper closure, luggage tag, and
includes a lock and key. Measures H 13.5 in x W
21.5 in x D 8.5 in.

Dooney & Bourke - LJ039BLSET
City Large Barlow and Zip Clutch Set

Retail: $526.00

Made of supple leather with a beautiful matte
finish, the City Collection offers modern
elegance.Two outside pockets. One inside zip
pocket. Two inside pockets. One inside credit
card slot. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook.
Adjustable shoulder strap. Handle drop length:
5 in. Strap drop length 18 in. Lined. Feet. Snap
closure. H 10.25 in x W 6 in x L 12.5 in
Clutch - Two compartments. One zip
compartment. Eight credit card slots. Lined.
Zipper closure. Clutch- H 3.75 in W 1 in L 7.75

Dooney & Bourke - 8L980BBSET
Florentine Small Satchel and Checkbook Organizer (2pcs)

Retail: $546.00

A sophisticated set of Dooney's Florentine
Collection. Florentine Small Satchel and
Checkbook Organizer. Satchel: Double handles
with 4.5 in. drop. Fold-over zipper closure.
Lined with feet. One inside zip pocket. Two
inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Detachable
strap drop: 19 in. L 13 in. W 5.75 in. H 8 in.
Clutch: Outside zip pocket. Two inside pockets.
Two bill compartments. License window. Seven
credit card slots. Lined. Snap closure. L 7.5 in.
W 1.25 in. H 4 in.

Dooney & Bourke - FA576BBSET
Pebble Grain Weekender and Crossbody (2pcs)

Retail: $638.00

The rich texture and exceptional durability of
Pebble Grain leather has made it one of our
most popular collections.Zipper closure.
Sturdy, double handles: 4 in. drop. Adjustable,
fabric strap: 15 in. drop. Feet. Red cotton
lining. Inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets.
Inside key hook. L 21 in. W 9 in. H 14 in.
Crossbody- One outside zip pocket. One inside
zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone
pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable strap.
Strap drop length: 22 in. Lined. Zipper closure.
H 10.25 in. W 4 in. L 10.5 in.

